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Interdisciplinary engineering by faculty, students, and alumni 
advances environmental research, creates a sustainable future
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IFC1 Engineering @ Northeastern 

Dear Friends, 

The past year has been an extraordinary, exhilarating time to serve as dean of the college. I am proud 
to report that the college continues its tremendous forward momentum in relevant, state-of-the-art 
engineering education and research.  

A particular highlight from this past year is the formation of the bioengineering department.  
Bioengineering is one of the hottest areas of growth in the United States, and Northeastern’s location, near 
Boston’s medical area and thriving biotech industry, is a clear opportunity in this discipline. Our PhD in 
bioengineering, established several years ago, is now joined by masters and bachelor’s degree programs, 
and we are actively recruiting co-op employers and faculty members for our newest department (learn 
more at bioe.neu.edu.)

Sustainability is another area in which Northeastern Engineering students, faculty and alumni are 
breaking through. As our world tries to manage such complex issues as climate change, water quality, 

sustainability, and resource scarcity, engineering is and will be at the heart of the most innovative 
environmental solutions. This issue of Engineering @ Northeastern, focused on sustainability, 

recognizes and highlights the powerful advances of our college in this critical area.

Much of our momentum is due to the record-breaking support that the college has received 
from alumni and friends. This support makes our signature programs possible – programs like 

the Gordon Institute for Engineering Leadership, which was just recognized by the National 

Academy of Engineering (page 22), and our student chapter of Engineers Without Borders, 
which was 2014 student chapter of the year (page 25).  

This support also makes our initiatives in research possible. The newest addition to 
campus – the Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering Complex, which broke ground 

in 2014 – is a physical symbol of our commitment 
to sustained impact on the challenges that face 

society. There are many accomplishments to 
be proud of, and more to come. Enjoy.

Sincerely, 

Nadine Aubry 
Dean of Engineering

dean@coe.neu.edu

» MOMENTUM «

This year, we also relaunched the COE website and enhanced our presence on social media                             
(find us on coe.neu.edu). Connecting our faculty, students and alumni with each other and with 
the world is a priority, and the updated site makes it easier for visitors to navigate to the latest 
news and key college programs. Check out some highlights from the relaunch on page 28, and 
look for social media icons throughout the stories featured here. 
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60 fellows of national professional 
societies and members of national 
academies, including the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers (14), Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (12), 
and National Academy of Engineering (4)

50 prestigious Young Investigator Awards 
received by current faculty, including two 
Presidential Awards

23 tenure track/tenured faculty hires since 
Spring 2013, including 11 in 2014

11 federally funded multi-university research 
centers 

18 patents awarded since 2012, up 25%       
in two years

 
1447: average SAT score of incoming  
freshman class, up 51 points since 2012

3,200 undergraduates, up 18% since 2012

2,300 graduate students, up 38% since 2012  

$52+ million: total new philanthropic gifts 
and pledges directed to the College of  
Engineering over the past two and a half 
years from alumni, parents, faculty, staff,               
and friends
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2  A  N a t u r a l  F o c u s

As environmental issues rise 
on a global scale,  
Northeastern Engineering 
leads in sustainability.

2 2  Engineers into Leaders

The College’s Gordon Institute 
is awarded the NAE Bernard 
M. Gordon Prize for Innovation 
in Engineering and Technology 
Education. 

3 0  Faculty News and honors

Northeastern’s global 
reputation is strengthened by 
new faculty members, as well 
as a record of awards and 
accolades for current faculty.

3 3  Spotlight on Philanthropy

Northeastern recognizes the  
generosity of generations of  
engineering alumni—including  
George Kostas, E’43 and 
Francis A. Long, E’63.

Questions and Comments

dean@coe.neu.edu
College of Engineering
230 Snell Engineering Center
Northeastern University 
360 huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
617.373.2153

Editorial
Mariah Nobrega
Cindy Fusco

Design
Alexandra Wallace

Photography Credits
heratch Ekmekjian
Brooks Canaday
Mark Patterson

vital statistics: 
2014 Accompl ishments
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COvEr IMAgE
Mark Patterson, professor of civil and environmental engineering (interdisciplinary with 
marine and environmental sciences) dives down during MISSION 31 as he advances 
research on the effects of global change on reef ecology. Here he is using sensors to 
measure and observe the changes in pH and dissolved oxygen concentration inside 
coral polyps.



Daiwei Wang remembers the moment that his career trajectory 

changed. A master’s student in Northeastern’s computer science 
program, he opened up the university’s daily news email in early 
2013 and read a story about the work of Evan Kodra, PhD ’14 – 
the lead author of a climate change study suggesting that in spite 
of overall warming trends, cold snaps will continue for the next 
century due to increased temperature variability. Daiwei was no 
stranger to climate research himself – before joining Northeastern 
to study computer science, he received a PhD from Columbia 
University and spent several years as a postdoctoral researcher 
in MIT’s Earth Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences department. 
While he had come to Northeastern to study computer science, 
the work he was reading about in the College of Engineering was 
an exciting extension of his own scholarship, and he was sure 
he could contribute. So, Wang sent an email to Kodra’s advisor, 
Professor Auroop Ganguly.

Even Daiwei had no idea what that one email would bring him. 
Over the next two years, he became a key member of Ganguly’s 
Sustainability and Data Sciences (SDS) laboratory. “SDS is such 

a unique atmosphere,” he says, “there’s 
so much going on at once and the 
focus is not on any one particular area. 
In my previous research, I had been 
surrounded by people who were all from 
my discipline, studying the same thing. 
In SDS, we’re looking at where there 
are the greatest human, economic and 
ecological impacts and collaborating 
with researchers in other disciplines 
to focus on those areas where we can 

really make a difference.” 

Whereas his earlier doctoral work focused on the climate in the 
relatively uninhabited tropical Pacific Ocean, in SDS Daiwei 
worked with Ganguly and collaborator Tarik Gouhier, an assistant 
professor of marine and environmental sciences at Northeastern, 
to study the impact of climate change on coastal waters that 
are important food sources and provide most of the oceans’ 
biodiversity – in other words, big impact. 

Together, they synthesized models which suggest climate-induced 
changes to the coastal flows of key marine ecosystems such as 
the West Coast of the United States will potentially change their 
productivity and species diversity in the future. This work, the first 
of its kind, was published in the journal Nature in February 2015, 
with Daiwei as the lead author, almost exactly two years to the day 
from that first email.  

Auroop ganguly and his colleagues are upending climate 

theories at Northeastern due to a series of strategic decisions 
the university made to achieve leadership in environmental 
sustainability research and education—investments grounded 
in the university’s strengths, including its long-standing co-op 
relationships with environmental firms. One of the first markers 
of the new strategy: the 2002 renaming of the civil engineering 
department to the Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering (CEE). 

“recognizing the central role of engineers in addressing some 
of our world’s toughest environmental challenges, we have 
embarked on an exciting period of growth,” says Nadine Aubry, 
dean of the College of Engineering. “By recruiting globally 
recognized faculty, rejuvenating and growing our facilities, 

Around the globe, the field of environmental engineering is experiencing explosive 
growth. As our world tries to manage such complex issues as climate change, water 
quality, sustainability, and resource scarcity, innovative environmental solutions have 
never been in greater demand. Northeastern’s College of Engineering has emerged as a 
leader in interdisciplinary research, as well as groundbreaking educational opportunities 
that are producing a new generation of environmental pioneers and leaders.
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Environmental Engineering
A NATUrAL FOCUS

Daiwei Wang



and expanding our curriculum, we are making certain that 
Northeastern faculty and graduates lead the way toward a 
sustainable future.”

As a result of these ongoing investments (through which both 
Ganguly and his collaborator Gouhier were hired), Northeastern 
has developed as a global trendsetter in environmental education 
and research. As evidence of the University’s growing impact 
and reputation, last summer Northeastern was selected as the 
academic partner for a historic 31-day underwater research 
mission led by Fabien Cousteau with Professor Mark Patterson 
(featured on the magazine cover image – story in sidebar below).  

Collaborative, Interdisciplinary Solutions – 
Globally recognized Faculty

According to Dean Aubry, one of the keys to Northeastern’s strong 
reputation lies in its uniquely collaborative academic and research 
culture – that same culture Daiwei experienced.

“While many of our environmental specialists are based in CEE, 
today we have faculty in every engineering department working 
on environmental topics,” Aubry explains, “and we not only see 
a lot of collaborative research taking place across the College 
of Engineering, but our faculty are also reaching out to other 
schools and colleges at Northeastern,” says Aubry. “It’s exciting 
to see teams of diverse experts coming together, because they 
can look at sophisticated environmental problems from so many 
different angles. Often, a new perspective is what’s most needed 

to make rapid progress and find innovative solutions to such great 
challenges.”

Over the past five years, the number of College of Engineering 
faculty involved in environmental research and education has 
grown significantly, contributing to the doubling in size of the 
CEE Department — but also adding new expertise college-wide. 
“We have identified and recruited many leading environmental 
engineers around the world and brought them here to 
Northeastern,” says Aubry. 

A number of these elite faculty members are profiled in this issue 
of Engineering @ Northeastern (see pages 6-21). One of these is 
Jerome hajjar, CDM Smith Professor and Chair of CEE, a widely-
known structural engineering expert who joined Northeastern in 
2010 from the University of Illinois.  

Other thought leaders on the College of Engineering faculty 
include Ferdi hellweger, who models surface water quality and 
microbial ecology, and was published in Science earlier this 
year; Ed Beighley, who analyzes freshwater sources and flows 
via satellite imaging; Steven Cranford, who develops sustainable 
new materials; Phil Larese-Casanova, who studies fate and 
transport of pollutants in water, and Matthias ruth, who models 
the relationships between urban centers and the environment and 
was co-author of two chapters of the White house’s 2014 National 
Climate Assessment. Of particular note, last May, CEE Professor 
Akram Alshawabkeh and his collaborators won $13.5 million in 
federal funding to further explore the links between environmental 
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Environmental Engineering

MISSION 31: Northeastern Partners in a Landmark Expedition

Last June, Fabien Cousteau — the grandson of famed ocean explorer Jacques Cousteau — spearheaded a 31-day dive at 
Aquarius, the world’s only underwater research laboratory, located off the coast of Key Largo, Florida. This landmark mission 
celebrated the 50th anniversary of “Conshelf II,” in which Jacques Cousteau’s team lived on the bottom of the sea for 30 days.

Inside, Aquarius resembles an underwater apartment complex complete with kitchen, sleeping quarters, and Wi-Fi — yet outside 
it has been completely assimilated into a nearby coral reef. Sponges, coral, fish, and other marine life forms provide researchers 
with a one-of-a-kind habitat in which to study ocean-related environmental issues. Fabien Cousteau selected Northeastern 
University as the research partner for the June 2014 expedition, dubbed “Mission 31.”

Professor Mark Patterson, who holds an appointment in CEE, as well as Marine and Environmental Science, was a lead researcher 
at Mission 31. Using high-tech oxygen sensors, water flow meters, and other equipment, Patterson led a team of Northeastern 
researchers, graduate students, and aquanauts as they studied the health and physiology of corals and sponges, as well as their 
food sources. The team’s findings will help mitigate the effects of climate change and other environmental stresses on these fragile 
species.

“Some people have asked, why a team from Boston is studying the underwater ecosystem of the Florida Keys. Sadly, Florida’s 
reefs are an example of what can go wrong when we don’t pay attention to what is happening in coastal communities,” explains 
Patterson. 

“But they also provide a valuable opportunity to gain knowledge that we can apply to oceanic environments around the world,” 
Patterson continues. “If we only study rare situations of ecosystems comparatively free from human impact, we will never 
understand how we can live sustainably as part of the natural world. Mission 31 was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to literally 
immerse ourselves in an at-risk ecosystem — and gain new insights into what is occurring there.”

To see Mission 31 footage taken at the bottom of the ocean visit youtu.be/gr1tOWwFboA
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hazards and preterm birth (see sidebar below). 

“Environmental engineering is an incredibly diverse field, and 
our faculty in the College of Engineering certainly reflect that 
diversity,” Aubry notes. “We will continue to seek out and recruit 
the world’s ‘best and brightest,’ so that our research and our 
curricula address a wide range of relevant environmental topics.” 

A World of Learning Opportunities 

Northeastern’s expanding environmental focus has also 
manifested itself in unique course offerings and degree 
programs, including a new Master of Science degree for working 
professionals in Sustainable Building Systems that integrates 
environmental considerations directly into the design of building 
and infrastructure systems. Students interested in environmental 
topics can choose from a variety of leading-edge courses, 
including remote sensing for the environment, water quality 
and resource recovery, and urban dynamic modeling for policy 
making.

The advanced environmental research happening on campus 
has also led to significant growth in enrollment. Since 2010, 
the number of graduate students in CEE has doubled in size. 
Today, 45 percent of PhD candidates and 20 percent of master’s 
students in CEE are focused on environmental engineering and 
research. “Our program is expanding and thriving,” says hajjar, 
“and this is in no small part due to the collaborations we have with 
other Northeastern departments, and of course with our industry 
partners, particularly through co-op.” 

Co-op partners include recognized leaders such as the Panama 
Canal Authority, and consultants CDM Smith, Ch2M hill and 
AECOM. While on co-op, Northeastern students help solve 
challenges to diverse issues like sustainable infrastructure design, 
natural resource management, environmental health, climate 
change, and the global availability of clean drinking water.   

In addition, a number of “Dialogue of Civilizations” 4-8 week 
international trips enable Northeastern students to learn firsthand 
about other countries’ innovative environmental solutions. Courses 
to date have included an excursion to Italy to study sustainable 
waste management, a visit to the Netherlands to explore 
sustainable urban transportation strategies, and a trip to India to 
examine climate change science and policy (see more on page 27).

A Continuing Commitment

Aubry is gratified to see the results of Northeastern’s investments 
in environmental engineering pay off — in the form of increased 
enrollment, globally published research, innovative courses, and 
new funding. 

“In the past decade, the College of Engineering has established 
itself as an international center of environmental research and 
teaching,” Aubry points out. “While we’re making progress as a 
society, our world’s greatest environmental challenges remain — 
and I’m confident that, with continued investment and focus, many 
of these problems will be solved by Northeastern faculty, students, 
and alumni. We are committed to making a positive and lasting 
impact on the environment, both today and tomorrow.”

PROTECT: Ensuring a Healthy Start to Life 

CEE Snell Engineering Professor Akram Alshawabkeh is the principal investigator for a new five-year, $13.5 million 
award from the National Institutes of health (NIh) aimed at illuminating the complex relationship between environmental 
contamination and preterm birth. This new funding builds on a $10 million NIh grant in 2010 that established the Puerto 
rico Testsite for Exploring Contamination Threats (PrOTECT) Center — a collaborative effort among Northeastern, the 
University of Puerto rico, and the University of Michigan. 

“Puerto rico’s preterm birthrate is about 17 percent, which is 50 percent above the United States average,” explains 
Alshawabkeh. “Puerto Rico also has many Superfund sites — locations identified as high-risk for the public by the 
Environmental Protection Agency — in addition to more than 200 potential hazardous waste sites. As environmental 
scientists, we need to understand if these facts are connected and develop solutions and preventive measures.”

Preterm birth is the second leading cause of death in children under the age of five worldwide, as well as the leading 
cause of newborn and infant mortality in the United States.

The latest grant from the NIh will enable Alshawabkeh and other PrOTECT researchers to study the extent to which 
exposure to commonly found chemicals, such as phthalates, is related to the extremely high preterm birthrate in 
Puerto Rico. The team has already documented significant contamination in the study areas and has found compelling 
preliminary associations between contaminants and preterm birth.

The work of the PrOTECT team was featured in an article in The Chronicle of higher Education last July. The 
piece, called “Born Too Soon”, focused on how the interdisciplinary nature of the project helps to create a deeper 
understanding of complex environmental impacts on human health. 

Read the Chronicle of Higher Education article at bit.ly/1E6temx

@PrOTECT_SrP PrOTECT.Center
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Green
Meet Northeastern University professor Carolyn Lee-Parsons. 
She’s analyzing the machinery of microalgae cells in the quest  
to produce biodiesel fuel more efficiently. Because biodiesel  
can store more than 10 times the energy of ethanol, Lee-Parsons  
and her team could achieve a breakthrough in renewable  
energy production.

Learn how this professor and our other faculty researchers are 
making the world healthier. Northeastern University: making 
tomorrow happen.

northeastern.edu/tomorrow

Carolyn Lee-Parsons, associate  
professor of chemical engineering and  

chemistry and chemical biology



Loretta Fernandez
A New Perspective on Waterborne Pollutants

Water Quality: A Truly Global Issue

Today, Fernandez is a recognized expert on 
the measurement and monitoring of persistent 
organic pollutants (POPs), which represent a 
worldwide hazard because of their presence 
in oceans, lakes, and rivers. These chemical 

compounds begin their life as pesticides, industrial solvents, 
or pharmaceuticals. Once they enter our waterways, they 
fail to degrade — becoming a lasting threat to both human 
health and the natural world.

Fernandez has developed a novel method for measuring the 
dissolved concentrations of these compounds, which can 
help increase our collective understanding of how they enter 
waterways, travel over time, and come into contact with 
humans and wildlife. 

E
ven as a child, Loretta Fernandez, E’02 — an assistant professor of civil and 
environmental engineering — was interested in environmental conservation. 
“Maybe it was because I grew up in the era of Jacques Cousteau,” she says. 
“Watching him on television was truly inspirational.” Despite this early interest, 

Fernandez never dreamed she would be a leading environmental researcher herself — 
and, at least initially, she followed a different career path.

In 1992, Fernandez earned an undergraduate degree in 
International relations from Tufts University and began working 
as an advocate for immigrants and refugees. While Fernandez 
found her work rewarding, she yearned for a career that involved 
quantitative analysis. “I wanted to make a difference in the world, 
but I also wanted to leverage my skills in science and math,” 
recalls Fernandez. 

At 28, she enrolled in the College of Engineering at Northeastern 
to earn her second degree. “I was so excited and energized by 
my studies,” notes Fernandez. “I was majoring in Civil Engineering 
and, through my co-op experiences, I began to work in the 
environmental field — which was transformational.” 

In her co-op for Montgomery Watson, a global consulting 
engineering firm with offices in Boston, Fernandez studied real-
world problems such as water quality in the Massachusetts Water 
resources Authority wastewater collection system. “I modeled 
the levels of hydrogen sulfide gas build-up in sewers and organic 
chemical discharges from industrial sources — and then drafted 
reports for regulatory agencies,” Fernandez says. “I was doing 
in-depth, quantitative analysis, while also making a positive social 
impact. I knew I had found my calling.”

Back on campus, Fernandez had two important mentors on 
the Civil Engineering faculty: Thomas Sheahan and Akram 
Alshawabkeh. She worked in their labs, focusing on environmental 
issues such as sediment contamination in marine environments. 
When Fernandez graduated in 2002, these professors helped 
her secure a National Science Foundation Graduate research 
Fellowship. Another CEE faculty member, Mishac Yegian, 
introduced Fernandez to her future graduate research advisor 
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where she earned a 
master’s in 2005 and a doctorate in 2010.

In 2013, Fernandez returned to Northeastern as a faculty member 
in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. “I 
always dreamed of landing back at Northeastern,” she notes. “The 
department, and its range of research, has expanded significantly 
since I graduated. Northeastern has become a global leader in 
environmental studies, and I’m honored to be part of this team.”

6 Engineering @ Northeastern 
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“I was majoring in Civil Engineering and, 
through my CO-OP experiences, I began 
to work in the environmental field — 
which was TRANSFORMATIONAL.”

— Loretta Fernandez, E’02, assistant professor                          
      civil and environmental engineering   

“Historically, POP levels in water have been difficult to measure 
accurately,” explains Fernandez. “Instead, researchers have 
measured the concentrations of POPs in fish and mollusks, as well 
as their levels in the marine sediment bed. But that doesn’t tell 
the full story. Where did the pollutants come from? how did they 
travel? These are important questions for controlling POP levels in 
the future. My research is focused on understanding the dissolved 
chemicals that are in the water right now — as well as tracking 
changes over time.”

Fernandez uses polyethylene plastic strips to sample water sites 
of interest — a method she has pioneered for this purpose. Each 
strip floats, passively absorbing POPs encountered. By measuring 
the levels of POPs absorbed by the strips, Fernandez can then 
determine the levels of POPs that are dissolved in water or nearby 
sediment.

Not only can this method be universally applied by people with 
minimal training — but it is also time-efficient, cost-effective, and 
noninvasive. “This new technology removes so many obstacles to 
accurate water sampling,” Fernandez points out. “It can help us 
understand POP pollution in any marine or freshwater environment, 
even in technically challenging situations or at levels that are 
impossible to measure with traditional methods.”

While Fernandez is excited to follow in the footsteps of her 
childhood idol and make a meaningful difference for the 
environment, she is equally excited to “give back” by mentoring a 
new generation of students at Northeastern. Two graduate students 
and two undergraduate students in CEE currently support her POP 
pollution research. 

“Working in a hands-on manner, both in Northeastern’s labs 
and in my co-ops, was such a vital part of my education here,” 
says Fernandez. “Now that I am a faculty member myself, it’s so 
gratifying to pass along my experience and inspire students to 
make their own impact on the world.”

Madeleine Wax
CLEANING UP FOr ThE NExT GENErATION

Madeleine Wax, Class of 2016, grew up in Portland, 
Oregon — which gave her an early appreciation for 
nature and sustainability. “The Pacific Northwest 
is known for its environmental awareness, so I’m 
sure that helped me develop an interest in an 
environmental engineering career at a young age,” 
says Wax.

What brought her across the country to attend Northeastern? 
According to Wax, it was the university’s emphasis on co-
operative education and practical experience. “I applied to a 
number of schools, but Northeastern was the only one with a 
co-op program. That was a huge factor for me,” she notes.

To date, Wax has already completed two co-ops focused 
on environmental engineering — and these experiences 
have been worth it. In her first assignment, Wax worked for 
Environmental Partners Group, a civil and environmental 
engineering and consulting firm based in Quincy. There, 
she used computer-aided design (CAD) tools to map the 
infrastructure for a new sewage and drinking water system for 
Boston’s South Shore communities. 

“I surveyed the local streets, then placed water mains and 
stormwater drainage systems in the most optimal locations,” 
Wax explains. “It was exciting to take the theories I had 
learned in the classroom and apply them in a practical way, to 
solve an actual problem. To me, that’s the beauty of the co-op 
experience.”

In her next assignment, Wax spent six months with roux 
Associates, a national environmental consulting firm with 
offices in Woburn. She helped the company assess and 
redevelop old industrial sites by collecting soil, groundwater, 
and surface water samples to measure contamination levels. 

Wax also supported environmental litigation projects by 
analyzing documents and data, as well as preparing reports 
for expert witness depositions. “Many, but not all, of these legal 

cases were related to Superfund sites, and I 
made a real contribution,” Wax says. That’s 

extremely rewarding.”

Wax is set to begin a second co-op with 
roux Associates, then plans to earn a 
master’s in environmental engineering 
after graduation. Although her career 
path is not certain, she knows 
that she will continue to focus on 
remediation. 

“I want to positively impact the 
state of the environment and make 
sure that the next generation is 
working with a clean slate,” says 
Wax. “By cleaning up the mistakes 
of the past, I will feel that I went 
to school and worked hard for a 
reason. I want to achieve a tangible 
outcome that benefits a wide range 
of people.”

CO-OP SPOTLIgHT
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“We’re fortunate to have a 
RESOURCE like the Kostas Facility for 
NANOMANUFACTURING at Northeastern, 
which enabled us to take this ‘FANTASY’ 
device and make it a REALITY.”

— Edgar Goluch, DiPietro Assistant Professor,                          
      chemical engineering   

One significant obstacle has been capturing and classifying 
these microbes in their purest form. “Most bacteria collection has 
taken place in a petri dish, in which many microbes are captured 
simultaneously,” explains Edgar Goluch, the DiPietro assistant 
professor in the department of chemical engineering. “The problem 
is that the bacteria immediately begin to impact one another. The 
dominant species rapidly wipe out other microbes, creating an 
inaccurate picture of what’s really happening in nature.”

To address this challenge, Goluch has partnered with biology 
professor Slava Epstein to develop an innovative method for 
capturing microbes one by one. They created a novel microfluidic 
device that attracts bacteria with a food source, accessible via a tiny 
chamber. Once a microbe enters this passageway — just slightly 
narrower than a single cell — it is unable to escape. researchers 
can then study, and attempt to propagate, this single species. 

“Our technology is truly one-of-a-kind; 
you can’t obtain a device like this 
anywhere,” Goluch points out. “We’re 
fortunate to have a resource like the 
Kostas Facility for Nanomanufacturing at 
Northeastern, which enabled us to take 

this ‘fantasy’ device and make it a reality.” Goluch notes that he is 
also fortunate to have access to an outstanding research team.

In a recent paper in PLOS ONE, the team demonstrated the 
device’s ability to separate mixtures of cells. In one experiment, 
the researchers separated two different bacterial species whose 
cells are slightly different sizes — E. coli and P. aueruginosa. In 
a second experiment, they isolated a combination of similarly 
sized, but differently shaped, species that are commonly paired in 
marine environments — roseobacter sp. and Psycho-serpens sp. 
Finally, they separated cells of the same species that had been 
differentially tagged to glow either red or green. 

By trapping, classifying, and growing individual bacteria, Goluch 
and Slava are hoping to create a much clearer picture of the 
environment at a microscopic level — leading to an enhanced 
understanding of the effects of pollution, as well as the promise 
of various remediation strategies. An earlier version of this 
technology was used by Northeastern collaborator Kim Lewis to 
isolate a new antibiotic from soil, making front-page news around 
the world.   

“We’ve been conditioned to think of bacteria as a bad thing,” says 
Goluch. “But the truth is, some microbes actually help support 
water and soil quality, instead of degrading it. By illuminating the 
complex roles that various microbes play in creating a healthy 
environment, we can create conditions in which the ‘good’ 
bacteria thrive, while ‘bad’ bacteria are eradicated. We can 
also adapt our own behaviors to maintain this delicate balance, 
preserving our planet at the smallest scale.” 

W
e might not like to think about it, but the world around us is populated by up to 
a billion different types of bacteria. These tiny microbes determine the ultimate 
quality of our oceans, our drinking water, and the soil in which our food is 
grown. Yet surprisingly little is known about these bacteria. While it’s relatively 

easy to see the macro effects of pollution, it’s proven nearly impossible to understand the 
impacts of industrialization and other human behaviors at the micro scale.

Edgar Goluch
A Closer Look at the Natural World

8 Engineering @ Northeastern 



“In designing products 
for the FUTURE, we must 
consider the two-way 
RELATIONSHIP between 
the product and the natural 
world over its entire life 
span — whether that’s six 
months or 60 years.”
— Matthew Eckelman, assistant  
      professor, civil and environmental  
      engineering

“Environmental considerations begin with the earliest stages of 
production,” Eckelman explains. “If someone designs an amazing 
new battery technology that every automaker embraces, that’s great. 
But how is it manufactured? Where is it manufactured? And what 
wastes are generated?”  

“If we use more energy to manufacture the battery than ends up 
being saved, then on a net basis we are not benefiting society,” he 
continues. “If we achieve energy efficiency while increasing toxic 
air or water emissions, then we need to consider these trade-offs in 
evaluating new technologies. The greatest benefits or impacts from   
a product may not have anything to do with its ‘use phase.’”

Eckelman’s research at Northeastern, for which he has received a 
Young Investigator NSF CArEEr Award, focuses on illuminating 
these often unseen, indirect environmental consequences – and not 
just in the automobile industry. For example, he assesses the trade-
offs of promising new materials — such as small-scale nanomaterials 
and bio-based materials — that might improve performance or 
mitigate certain types of environmental harm, but bring their own 
risks. 

“There’s a lot of interest today in nanocomposite materials, which 
can be used to reduce the weight of cars and planes to increase fuel 
efficiency,” Eckelman says. “But it can require an enormous amount 
of energy to manufacture these materials. We have to ask ourselves, 
is it worth it in the long run? That means conducting environmental 
modeling to quantify life cycle impacts to weigh these trade-offs.”

recognizing that the relationship between products and the 
environment is a symbiotic one, Eckelman also studies how future 
scenarios such as global warming may affect the performance of 
engineering materials and infrastructure over time. he has received 
considerable media attention for a recent study assessing the effects 
of climate change on steel-reinforced concrete systems in urban 
buildings. 

“Climate change is significantly accelerating the natural processes 
that occur in these concrete systems,” Eckelman points out. “The first 
is carbonation, where concrete absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere. 
The second is chlorination, where salt diffuses through the concrete 
cover. When either reaches the steel rebar, there is potential for 

corrosion of the metal, which can then cause failure. Carbonation 
happens faster when CO2 levels are higher, and both processes 
happen faster when temperatures go up.”

This is an enormous issue for cities like Boston, where Eckelman 
estimates that the aging process for concrete structures has 
been accelerated by approximately 25 years. “The steel rebar 
was added to concrete for strength, but it has actually created 
a mechanism for failure over the long term,” says Eckelman. “In 
designing products for the future, we must consider the two-way 
relationship between the product and the natural world over its 
entire life span — whether that’s six months or 60 years. We must 
be much more careful, and more cognizant, in order to balance 
today’s desirable product features with a view toward life-cycle 
considerations.” 

A
s environmental awareness has increased, most manufacturers have made 
investments in reducing their products’ impact on the natural world. One of 
the most obvious examples is the global auto industry. Today, automakers 
are racing to maximize fuel efficiency, minimize emissions, and design 

alternative-fuel vehicles.

While Matthew Eckelman, an assistant professor in the department of civil and 
environmental engineering, applauds these efforts, he points out that the total 
environmental impact of an automobile is much more complex — and needs to be 
understood at a systems level.  

Matthew Eckelman
Understanding Life-Cycle Impacts
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“I’ve always had an analytical mind that enjoys considering 
problems — then proposing practical solutions,” says healy. “I 
guess I’m a born inventor. Over my lifetime, I’ve won more than 90 
patents, the earliest dating back to my days at Arthur D. Little.”

When clients began to ask for him specifically to solve their 
technical challenges, healy decided to start his own business, 
Cambridge Engineering, in 1964. Though he would later change 
the name to healy Systems, he served as president of this 
successful business for the next 42 years.

Protecting Air Quality and human health

At the helm of his own company, healy was free to focus on 
technical challenges that personally interested him. he quickly 
seized upon a pressing problem that posed a real threat to not only 
the natural world, but also to human health: harmful vapors being 
released into the air at gas stations.

“As empty tanks were filled with liquid gasoline, the gas vapors 
inside the tank were being forced out,” healy explains. “The vapor 
displaced from each gallon of gasoline purchased is the equivalent 
of three grams of liquid gasoline, which was going right into the 
atmosphere.”

“In the state of California alone, there were 11,000 service stations 
pumping over 18 billion gallons of gasoline annually,” healy notes. 
“The environmental effect was similar to the Exxon Valdez oil 
spill — but it was occurring annually.” 

healy devised a gasoline hose, vapor recovery nozzle, and 
vacuum pump that would be retrofitted into gas pumps, collecting 
the vapor created as vehicles were refueled, then sending it back 
into the station’s underground storage tank. This closed-loop 
device successfully recovered 95 percent of the gas vapors inside 
tanks. 

healy’s innovative technology has been adopted by over 100,000 
fueling stations, in every corner of the world. In fact, it was still the 
industry standard when he sold healy Systems in 2006.

harnessing the Power of 
Ocean Waves

Though healy was 78 when he sold 
his business, he had no intention of 
resting on his laurels. Instead, he turned 
his attention to another environmental 
problem: leveraging the power of ocean 

waves as an alternative energy source.

Healy had read about the difficulties of researchers worldwide 
in developing workable designs for wave-energy conversion 
techniques to capture 
ocean waves’ energy 
to generate electricity. 
he began to brainstorm 
potential new systems 
which would be able 
to withstand the 
constantly changing 
forces of waves 
— turning those 
unstable forces 
into a stable 
and consistent 
energy output.

James healy
An Environmental Trailblazer

W
hen James healy, E’54, received his degree, the concept of “environmental 
engineering” was still unknown. But healy was a born problem-solver who 
would go on to tackle some of our world’s biggest environmental challenges, 
including pollution control and alternative energy.

In his first job at consulting firm Arthur D. Little, Healy gained a reputation for solving clients’ 
most pressing technical problems — pioneering such concepts as automated phone dialing 
and shock-absorbing impact systems for a variety of military or space applications. 
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Like all his inventions, healy’s patented wave-energy turbine/
generator design is innovative, elegant, and yet surprisingly 
straightforward. This unique design is a sealed-air system built to 
withstand harsh marine environments. A large flotation device rides 
the top of the water, rising and falling with the waves. It is coupled 
to a compressor cylinder and works against a relatively stationary 
piston system. This closed-air piston system is, in turn, coupled to 
a neutral buoyancy tank which acts as a heave anchor to hold the 
piston relatively stationary within the oscillating compressor cylinder 
to compress air. The compressed air is used to drive the turbine/
generator to produce electricity. 

To date, scale models of the design have worked successfully 
in wave tanks. healy is currently supervising the production of a 
full-sized prototype wave-energy turbine/generator with a 14-foot-
diameter float and a 7.5-foot-diameter compressor — which he hopes 
to test in the ocean off New hampshire in late summer 2015.

Carrying on a Legacy of Innovation 

Now 86, James healy shows no signs of slowing down. “Sometimes 
a friend will be talking with me, and they realize I’m not paying 
attention,” he says. “My wife tells them, ‘Don’t worry, he’s just 
inventing something!’ It’s true that I can’t help but recognize problems 
all around me — and try to solve them.”

In addition to his role as an inventor, healy has also become a 
philanthropist, helping the next generation of Northeastern students 
make their own marks in the world. In 1999, he began by funding a 
Legacy Scholarship to recruit and retain exceptional undergraduates. 
In 2006, he established a charitable remainder trust to benefit the 
College of Engineering. recently, he endowed a new scholarship 
fund for standout undergraduates with a gift of $5 million, bringing his 
total gifts and pledges to more than $9 million.

“I’m looking forward to seeing the amazing innovations that today’s 
students will produce,” healy says. “Northeastern’s focus on 
environmental engineering has paid dividends to Northeastern and 
society. I’m confident that our graduates will help solve pressing 
environmental challenges. I’m delighted to help support their efforts.”
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PATENTED DESIGN FOr WAVE-ENErGY CONVErSION

James Healy’s patented wave-energy turbine/
generator has been created as a scale model and 
proven successful in wave tanks. In shop-floor 
testing that replicates the pressure differentials 
of a real-world installation, Healy’s novel rolling-
diaphragm compressor seal technology has 
proven reliable after the equivalent of 18 years of 
wave cycles.  

This wave-energy conversion machinery stands tall with a 
14-foot diameter float and a 1) 7.5 foot-diameter compressor.                     
2) The flotation device stays upright using a 3) neutral 
buoyancy tank that goes 20 feet below the surface of the water 
and includes a piston system. The compressor located at the 
top drives the turbine, producing electricity. healy is currently 
supervising the production of a full-sized prototype which he 
hopes to test in the ocean off New hampshire in late summer 
2015. 
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HOW IT WOrKS

“Northeastern’s FOCUS on environmental 
engineering has paid dividends to 
Northeastern and society. I’m CONFIDENT 
that our graduates will help SOLVE 
pressing environmental challenges.”

— James Healy, E’54
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Ali Abur
Making the Smart Grid Smarter

W
hile many researchers today are focused on identifying alternative energy 
sources, Ali Abur is solving an equally important problem: making the 
best use of energy after it’s been produced. Abur, a professor of electrical 
and computer engineering, is playing a key role in optimizing the way the 

United States energy grid is monitored, so that demand and supply can be matched at a 
very high rate of efficiency, minimizing waste and preventing blackouts.

points are sufficient to track the state of the 
system. We also have to weed out errors 
and bias,” continues Abur. “With so much 
riding on state estimation, our goal is to find 
the best-in-class estimation algorithms that 
can serve the demands of future power grid 
operation and decision-making.”

Abur points out that, as America decreases its reliance on 
conventional energy sources, accurate and fast tracking of the 
system state is becoming even more critical. “While fluctuations 
can be expensive, the output of a fossil-fuel powered plant can 

“It’s helpful to think of the transmission grid like the national 
highway system,” Abur explains. “Energy enters and exits the 
grid at multiple locations, and it’s critical to keep traffic flowing 
at an acceptable pace without congestion. It’s very expensive to 
store energy, so we want to generate power in real time — then 
send the right amount of energy to the location where it is 
needed, exactly when it is needed. Obviously that’s a huge 
engineering challenge.”

In his research at Northeastern, Abur helps address this 
challenge via more efficient and robust state estimation for 
the transmission grid. “State estimation is a critical function 
as we attempt to make today’s transmission grid even more 
efficient and resilient,” says Abur. “In order to continuously 
match demand and supply, we must first develop a reliable and 
accurate tool that will monitor the overall state of the grid, in 
real time, 24 hours a day. That provides the advanced real-time 
control functions with the information they need to maintain an 
adequate energy supply at all times — not wasting any energy, 
but not risking shortages either. It’s an incredibly delicate 
balance.”

State Estimation: Aiming for Greater Accuracy 

To capture the real-time state of the transmission grid, in the 
late 1990s the industry came up with a measurement device 
called the phasor measurement unit (PMU). Across the United 
States grid, an increasing number of PMUs are being installed 
at substations. These devices use GPS receivers to provide 
wide-area synchronized measurements of voltage and current 
signals.

But how can all this PMU data be analyzed, understood, and 
leveraged to manage the transmission grid more intelligently 
in the future? That’s precisely the focus of Abur’s work on state 
estimation. “We receive so much data from the energy ‘highway’ 
that it requires high-end computational tools, combined with the 
right mathematical algorithms, to make sense of it all,” he notes. 

“We need to make sure we are capturing information as close 
to real time as possible, and the number of measured data 
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“ACCURATELY estimating the state 
of the grid on a continuous basis 
will allow it to be more EFFICIENT, 
more controllable, more resilient, 
more flexible — and, ultimately, 
more GREEN.” 

— Ali Abur, professor,                                          

     electrical and computer engineering

be deterministically controlled,” states Abur. “But it’s much 
harder to predict the output of a solar photovoltaic (PV) or a 
wind-based power source. As we turn to these natural — and 
naturally fluctuating — sources of energy, it’s vital that we can 
track their outputs with a much higher level of precision. As 
supply becomes more uncertain, our mathematical and logistical 
challenge is even greater.”

Northeastern: A National Thought Leader

Abur, who joined the Northeastern faculty in 2005, has helped 
establish Northeastern as a recognized United States leader in 
transmission grid state estimation. The university is a partner 
in the Center for Ultra-wide-area resilient Electric Energy 
Transmission Network (CUrENT) — an Engineering research 
Center funded by the National Science Foundation and the 
United States Department of Energy to develop the nation’s 
next-generation, smarter grid. 

CUrENT’s main focus is the transmission grid, which is expected 
to provide an efficient, flexible, and robust link between an 
increasing number of renewable energy sources and major load 
centers of the nation.

In 2013, only about 13 percent of the electricity generated in 
the United States came from renewable sources. But renewable 
energy sources are gaining momentum. 

While Ali Abur is gratified by the growth of renewable energy, 
he cautions that these new sources must be integrated into the 
grid in an efficient, thoughtful way. “It’s one thing to build a wind 
farm, but it must be seamlessly integrated into the energy grid 
to become part of a comprehensive energy solution,” he says. 
“Accurately estimating the state of the grid on a continuous basis 
will allow it to be more efficient, more controllable, more resilient, 
more flexible — and, ultimately, more green.” 

Alston Potts
BECOMING PArT OF ThE SOLUTION

When Alston Potts, Class of 2016, first came 
to Northeastern he was enrolled as a Civil 
Engineering major, with an interest in architecture. 
However, after taking a class in environmental 
engineering, Potts quickly realized that he had 
found his niche.

“I was studying the topic of trash incineration, comparing our 
practices here in the United States against those in Europe,” 
Potts recalls. “I was shocked by how far the United States is 
lagging in defining and implementing best practices in this 
area. I knew then that I wanted to help improve our national 
capabilities to protect and preserve the environment. I wanted 
to be part of the solution.”

Now a Civil and Environmental Engineering major, Potts has 
completed two co-ops focused on hands-on environmental 
work. In his first assignment, with energy provider ENSTAR 
Natural Gas Company, he analyzed hazardous spills caused 
by electrical transformers and authorized their clean-up.

“One of the best things about co-op is that it exposes you to 
so many experiences before you settle on a specific career 
path,” Potts says. “I learned that I didn’t want to be looking 
backward and doing environmental remediation. Instead, 
I wanted to focus on the future and propose new, more 
sustainable technologies.”

In his next co-op, Potts had that opportunity. In working for 
Boston-based environmental consultant Sean Osborne, Potts 
enjoyed the chance to design sustainable water solutions for 
real-world needs. Working in the small town of hanson, he 
designed a step-by-step treatment program that removes 
heavy metals from the community’s drinking water. Potts tested 
the effects of his proposed solution on one primary well and 
10 peripheral wells. In the process, he learned about water 
topics, as well as hydrogeology and soil mechanics. 

“I was given a lot of responsibility and 
became a real working engineer, 
which is a unique experience for an 
undergraduate student,” Potts notes. 
“When I look for a professional 
position after graduation, I think that 
firsthand knowledge will set me 
apart from other job candidates.”

Looking ahead, Potts already has 
a dream job in mind. “I would love 
to be a Director of Public Works 
for a large city one day,” he says. 
“There are so many huge ways 
that our urban areas affect the 
environment, from water and 
energy to transportation systems. 
I would relish the task of re-
imagining all the functions of a 
city in a lower-impact way that 
considers the environment.     

   I’d like to help establish the 
United States as an environmental 
leader, not a follower.” 
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“If I can make a 
CONTRIbUTION, even a 
small one, to IMPROVING 
and protecting our water 
quality, then I will feel like 
I have done something 
IMPORTANT.”

— April Gu, associate             
      professor, civil and                      
    environmental engineering

“Water is the essence and cradle of human life,” she continues. 
“To sustain our quality of life here on Earth, we must protect our 
water sources. If I can make a contribution, even a small one, to 
improving and protecting our water quality, then I will feel like I 
have done something important.”

Gu’s passion for the environment was honed when, as a masters 
student at Northeastern in the late 1990s, she worked on pilot 
plant testing and the technology to eliminate air emissions from 
the nearby Deer Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. “The plant 
was undergoing an expansion and start-up, and I was able to 
help the Commonwealth analyze and optimize the performance 
and environmental impact of the new facility. As a young 
graduate student, it was gratifying to be able to contribute to 
local wastewater treatment.”

After receiving her PhD from the University of Washington, and 
working as an environmental consultant, Gu was delighted to 
return to Northeastern as a faculty member in 2006. Today, she 
is a global expert on employing biology-based techniques to 
assess and improve water quality.

“The traditional techniques for measuring water quality have 
fallen short in connecting contaminants to their impact on human 
biology,” Gu explains. “We can measure contaminant levels 
very accurately, but what does this tell us about the real impact 
of these contaminants on health? My research is focused on 
illuminating the real connections between water pollution and 
disease — then monitoring and controlling those contaminants 
that are truly dangerous.”

According to Gu, understanding those connections is vital, in 
order to make responsible water quality decisions. “Today we 
know that many common drinking water disinfection byproducts 
actually cause bladder cancer, infertility, and other health 
problems — and some new water treatment technologies may 
generate even more toxic byproducts than the contamination 

T
o say that April Gu, ME’97, is interested in protecting water quality would be 
an understatement. Gu, an associate professor of civil and environmental 
engineering at Northeastern, is downright passionate about the central role of 
water in our daily lives.

“Every time you look at satellite images of Earth, you can’t help but say, ‘What a beautiful 
planet! And one of the most spectacular things about Earth is how much of its surface is 
covered by water,” says Gu.

they are supposedly cleaning,” Gu points out. “Until we use water 
testing methods that are directly linked to holistic effects and 
human biology, we will keep making these kinds of mistakes.”

Establishing a Biological Basis for Water Quality 

Gu has developed an innovative, biologically based technique for 
assessing real levels of toxins in water. In her research, she has 
identified genetic biomarkers that are linked to various classes of 
water contaminants — and designed biosensors that specifically 
identify known health hazards such as metals, endocrine-
disrupting chemicals, pharmaceuticals, antibiotics, pesticides, 
micropollutants, and pathogens. These sensors, which are made 
of next-generation nanomaterials such as single-wall carbon 
nanotubes and optical fibers, are capable of sensing proven 
health risks in the water, even when they exist at very low levels.

In addition, Gu’s biosensor technology is designed to monitor 
water conditions continuously, providing immediate feedback. 
historically, water toxicity assessment has been a long and 
expensive process, so that by the time samples are analyzed, 
actual water conditions may have changed dramatically.

In contrast, Gu’s methodology integrates multiple sensors into 
arrays or networks that provide real-time detection of harmful 
contaminants. “My vision for the future of water quality monitoring 
is that these networks will enable high-rate, high-volume, parallel 

April Gu
Connecting Water Quality to human health
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monitoring across a wide geographical region,” says Gu. “We can see what the 
biological danger is, where it exists, and when it occurred. We can coordinate a timely, 
targeted response. That simply isn’t possible with traditional techniques.”

Preparing for a Worldwide Impact

Gu is working to make her biosensors a feasible, cost-effective tool that can be 
deployed in every corner of the globe, from oceans and lakes to private homes and 
treatment plants.

“We are perfecting the technology so that it is robust in many kinds of water systems. 
We are working on automated and wireless monitoring capabilities,” notes Gu. “We 
also want to make the sensors themselves as environmentally conscious as possible, 
so they can be re-used and recycled. We’ve established the basic technology; now 
we are preparing it for widespread adoption.”

There’s no doubt that Gu is passionate about water quality — 
and she also believes passionately that Northeastern is the 
right home for her groundbreaking research. 

“Since I attended Northeastern in the 1990s, the 
environmental focus here has grown tremendously,” 
Gu states. “It is exciting to see Northeastern receiving 
national and international recognition for environmental 
research and pedagogy. Eighteen years ago, when I 
graduated, I told myself it would be wonderful to come 
back to Northeastern one day. And here I am!”
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“It is EXCITING to see 
Northeastern receiving 
national and international 
RECOGNITION for 
environmental research and 
pedagogy. Eighteen years 
ago, when I graduated, 
I told myself it would be 
WONDERFUL to come back 
to Northeastern one day. And 
here I am!”

— April Gu, associate professor, 

civil and environmental engineering
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“If we focused our ENERGIES 
on offshore WIND harvesting, 
we could eventually POWER 
much of the United States.”

 — Jerome Hajjar, CDM Smith  
      Professor and Chair, civil and  
      environmental engineering 

In sharp contrast, the United States does not have a single utility-
scale offshore wind turbine. Jerome hajjar and Andrew Myers, two 
Professors in Northeastern’s Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering (CEE), are working to change that.

“When you think about large American cities, most are located in 
close proximity to oceans,” says hajjar, who is also the department 
chair for CEE. “If we focused our energies on offshore wind 
harvesting, we could eventually power much of the United States. 
The potential is there, as Europe has already proven.”

Why hasn’t the United States embraced offshore wind farming? One 
major obstacle is the high cost of building the needed infrastructure. 
Over the past decade, Europe has invested more than $15 billion in 
establishing its successful offshore wind farms, via a combination of 
public and private investment. 

Myers points out that there are cultural issues as well. “Many people 
object to the aesthetics of oceanic wind farming,” he says. “They 
have this perception that the natural beauty of our coastlines will 
be compromised — though the truth is, offshore wind farms are 
generally barely visible from shore.”

Structural Engineering: A Critical Challenge 

As engineers, Myers and hajjar are focused on the equally 
important technical obstacles involved in bringing offshore wind 
farming to America. “The engineering challenges are pretty 
daunting,” notes hajjar. “here in the United States, we have the 
threat of hurricanes, which are much less of a threat in Europe. 
That means we have to reassess many features of existing offshore 
towers, in order to ensure adequate structural strength.”

In their collaborative research, hajjar and Myers are focused on several 
aspects of making offshore wind-harvesting technology better suited to 
the United States. Grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
and the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MCEC) are supporting 
their probabilistic modeling of hurricane hazards, which will help make 
turbines more robust in the face of storms.

“Modeling the forces of a hurricane on an offshore structure is a 
complex task, because both wind and water forces are involved,” 
explains hajjar. “It’s very dynamic and it’s also extremely location-
specific. A hurricane could impact offshore towers very differently in 
Texas versus Massachusetts. By illuminating the statistical risks and 

A
s the United States races to identify alternative energy solutions, Europe 
might just have one answer: offshore wind farms. With more than 55 wind 
farms — composed of over 1662 individual turbines — today Europe 
generates a significant percentage of its electricity by harnessing offshore 

winds, which are stronger than onshore air currents. 

Jerome hajjar and Andrew Myers
Advancing Wind Farming in the United States
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“The STReSS Lab is one-of-a-kind 
allowing us to VALIDATE the 
PERFORMANCE of innovative wind 
tower manufacturing methods under 
REALISTIC conditions.” 
— Andrew Myers, assistant professor,                         
     civil and environmental engineering

quantifying the likely physical forces, we can make sure individual 
towers, whole farms, and the entire offshore wind network are 
structurally sound.” 

Another research study — funded by NSF, MCEC, and the United 
States Department of Energy (DOE) — is aimed at validating a 
unique spiral welding technique that would allow wind turbine 
towers to be easily transported to their location as flat steel plates 
— then rolled, welded, and assembled on site. “As a general 
rule, taller wind turbines tend to be more economical, allowing 
the harvest of higher air currents, which are more consistent and 
more powerful,” Myers says. “But this presents a transportation 
challenge, unless the towers can be manufactured economically 
on-site.”

For this NSF/MCEC/DOE study, Myers is partnering with Keystone 
Tower Systems to build and test spirally welded towers that 
support taller wind turbines. In fall 2014, the team completed 
its first large-scale tests of the novel spiral welding technique at 
Northeastern’s Laboratory for Structural Testing of resilient and 
Sustainable Systems (STreSS). 

The STreSS Lab is a key facility in the newly opened George 
J. Kostas research Institute for homeland Security, which 
features 70,000 square feet of research and development space. 
“The STreSS Lab is one-of-a-kind allowing us to validate the 
performance of innovative wind tower manufacturing methods 
under realistic conditions,” said Myers.

While the initial focus of the spiral-welding technique is on 
constructing onshore wind towers, this technology might 
eventually make offshore towers more practical as well — perhaps 
hastening their widespread adoption in the United States.  “When 
the United States is ready to embrace the power of offshore wind 
harvesting, we will have the best-in-class technology ready to 
support that vision,” concludes hajjar.

Wind Turbines
FOCUSING ON INNOVATION
A section of a spirally welded wind tower is shown at center. 
The massive machine around the tower rotates the tower 
ends to realistically simulate extreme hurricane loading.
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Ahmed Busnaina
Small Scale, huge Impact

I
t’s no secret that traditional manufacturing processes have taken a heavy toll on the 
natural world. From air emissions and landfill wastes to the tremendous amounts of 
fossil fuels needed to power production lines, our historic ways of making products 
have many undesirable environmental consequences.    

products as smartphones, GPS navigation 
systems and medical devices.

“Today, consumer electronics 
manufacturers need to invest tens of billions 

of dollars to build a single new fabrication facility, which then 
consumes massive quantities of both power and water,” notes 
Busnaina. “In addition, current silicon wafer manufacturing is 
centered on continuously adding and removing materials. Not 
only does this generate waste, but it significantly increases the 
number of processes. 

According to Busnaina, the Nano-OPS process is much 
faster, results in a minimal environmental impact, and is much 
lower in cost — up to 100 times cheaper than conventional 
manufacturing. The Nano-OPS works by applying an electrical 
charge to attract ink nanoparticles, nanotubes, or polymers to 
a specially designed and fabricated printing template — then 
transfers the circuit or device patterns onto a substrate.

“The process is so simple and straightforward that a new 
electronics fabrication plant could be constructed for perhaps $50-
100 million,” explains Busnaina. “This new process could also help 
spur innovation and bring new products to market very rapidly. The 
NanoOPS process represents a ‘win’ in so many ways.”

Ahmed Busnaina, the University Distinguished Professor and 
the William Lincoln Smith Chair Professor in the department of 
mechanical and industrial engineering, is working to reinvent 
manufacturing processes to take time and costs out of the 
production cycle — while also minimizing the negative impacts 
for our environment.

As Director of the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Nanoscale Science and Engineering Center for high-rate 
Nanomanufacturing (ChN) at Northeastern, Busnaina and his 
team are pioneering new methods of “printing” products in 
order to build them up via a novel directed assembly deposition 
process. By printing the metals, organic materials, inorganic 
materials, and polymers required to create circuits and devices 
onto silicon or plastic substrates at the nanoscale, Busnaina is 
turning conventional electronics manufacturing on its head. 

This new manufacturing process, called Nano-OPS — short 
for Nanoscale Offset Printing System — has the potential to 
revolutionize the large-scale production of such everyday 

gEOrgE KOSTAS
MAKING hIS OWN IMPACT
The son of greek immigrants, george J. Kostas graduated 
from Northeastern University with a bachelor’s degree in 
chemical engineering in 1943. He is considered a pioneer in 
synthetic rubber manufacturing.

Kostas’s commitment to innovation and technology leadership 
has led him to advance those same principles at Northeastern’s 
College of Engineering. his long-standing support includes a $2 
million gift to found and establish the George J. Kostas Nanoscale 
Technology and Manufacturing research Center, as well as a $12 
million investment in the George J. Kostas research Institute for 
homeland Security. 

In 2014, Kostas also made a gift of $2 million advance strategic 
materials research. his own synthetic rubber research broke the 
United States’ dependence on foreign sources for rubber, and his 
vision is that researchers at Northeastern will strengthen national 
security with their research in this area. 

“The continuing generosity of George Kostas has been critical in elevating Northeastern’s global leadership in the fast-growing 
field of nanoscale manufacturing,” says Dean Nadine Aubry. “his support has been absolutely vital in ensuring that our faculty, 
researchers, and students have access to the advanced resources they need to deliver true innovations such as the Nanoscale 
Offset Printing System. Not only will ideas like this enhance Northeastern’s reputation, but they have the potential to change the lives 
of millions of people.”

18 Engineering @ Northeastern

L-r: Georgia Kostas Nichols, Northeastern President Joseph Aoun, Professor 
Ahmed Busnaina, Dr. George Kostas, Deputy Assistant Director of the 
Engineering Directorate at NSF Grace Wang, Mass. Tech. Collaborative Director 
Pat Larkin



“As a RESEARCHER, 
you can have an 
INCREDIbLE idea — but 
you need the right 
ENVIRONMENT and 
the right resources to 
bring that concept to 
FRUITION.”
— Ahmed busnaina, WL
   Smith Chair Professor,       
   mechanical and           
     industrial engineering

Powered by Collaboration and Support

While Busnaina has spearheaded the development of the Nano-
OPS technology, he emphasizes that it has been the result of a 
collaborative effort among academia, industry, and government. 

Nano-OPS’ technology is based on innovations and patents 
developed at the ChN. The actual equipment was built by 
Milara, a Massachusetts-based manufacturer of specialized 
equipment for the semiconductor industry. Support for the 
research and development was provided by public agencies, 
such as the National Science Foundation and the Massachusetts 
Technology Collaborative.

Nano-OPS is housed in Northeastern’s Kostas research Institute 
for homeland Security, on the Northeastern University Innovation 
Campus in Burlington. Busnaina is quick to credit George J. 
Kostas, E’43, for his longtime support of advanced technology 
development at the University. (See sidebar, “George Kostas: 
Making his Own Impact.)

At the official unveiling of the Nano-OPS system in 
September, Kostas said he was very proud to see 
the remarkable progress made by Busnaina 
and his research team, which exemplifies 
Northeastern’s leading research — as well as 
the University’s efforts to translate that work into 
environmental protection and other societal 
benefits. “Collaborative partnerships are the 
best means to accelerate the development of 
new technologies for a positive impact on the 
world,” Kostas remarked.

“I’m fortunate to have access to 
all the rich resources available 
at Northeastern, through the 
partnership of agencies such 
as NSF and MTC, as well 
as the support of generous 
benefactors like George 
Kostas,” says Busnaina. “As 
a researcher, you can have 
an incredible idea — but you 
need the right environment 
and the right resources 
to bring that concept to 
fruition.”

Nanomanufacturing group

NanoNerds

@NanoMfgNEU
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HOW IT WOrKS
NanoOPS
LATEST INNOVATION IN NANO FIELD
This 5 step manufacturing process has the ability to print patterns 
and structures down to 20 nm. The printing process utilizes direct 
assembly and transfer of nanomaterials to print nano, micro, or 
macro scale patterns for many applications such as ubiquitous 
sensors and electronics for the Internet of Things. The process 
works as follows:

1. Prealignment of flexible substrate 2. Prealignment of the template 
3. Assembly module, template is inked using directed assembly            
4. Substrate is aligned with template 5. Transfer of materials from 
the template to the substrate in the assembly module
See an information video at youtu.be/J4XupF3Zt5U

1. Substrate                        
Load Port

2. Pre-
Alignment 
Station 

3. Aligner 
Module

4. Assembly 
Module

5. Transfer 
Module
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That fateful moment led to a lifelong career in the energy industry 
— though that career has focused on strategic energy utilization, 
instead of plant design. Today, Sakellaris is a global thought 
leader on employing best practices and the newest technology 
innovations to conserve energy and protect natural resources. 
his company, Ameresco, is one of the largest independent 
energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions companies in 
North America. It has overhauled such high-profile buildings as 
the United States Capitol, the Senate, and the IrS headquarters 
in Washington, DC, where Ameresco’s energy systems were 
designed to achieve a dramatic 60 percent annual cost savings. 

Conservation: A radical Concept in 1979

The idea of advocating energy conservation might seem unusual 
for someone who spent the first 20 years of his career working 
for a regional utility, New England Electric. In fact, Sakellaris 
completed his master’s degree at Northeastern while he was 
working as a full-time long-range energy planner for New 
England Electric. his job was to forecast the region’s energy 
needs — then develop a plan to match that demand with various 
power sources in a profitable, logistically sound manner.

however, several years after Sakellaris completed his 
Northeastern degree, the energy crisis of 1979 brought 
enormous changes to the United States energy industry. As the 
Iranian revolution cut supplies of crude oil, long lines formed at 
gas stations — and energy companies began to question their 
traditional reliance on fossil fuel.

“Everyone was panicking, and New England Electric was 
proposing to build a number of new nuclear power plants,” 
explains Sakellaris. “Working with three others, I conducted an 
internal study that proved these plants would be unnecessary 
if we took the simple step of promoting environmental 
awareness and energy conservation among consumers. It was 
a revolutionary idea at the time — that a utility would actually 
encourage people to cut back on their energy usage, instead of 
increasing its own production.”

The CEO of New England Electric was so impressed with this 
groundbreaking proposal that he assigned Sakellaris to head up 

NEES Energy, a new energy services subsidiary that would help 
customers use energy more wisely. In 1990, Sakellaris joined 
with other NEES Energy executives to buy the division from its 
parent. When Sakellaris and his partners sold that business in 
1997, he went on to found Ameresco in 2000.

Building on a Simple Idea

With 70 North American offices and more than 1000 employees, 
Ameresco takes Sakellaris’s simple proposal from 1979 — use 
less energy — and employs it on a grand scale. At any point 
in time, Ameresco is partnering with hundreds of government 
agencies, commercial businesses, schools, hospitals, and other 
clients to increase their level of energy efficiency. This typically 
means replacing outdated systems in existing buildings with 
more innovative solutions. 

“In the last decade, there’s been an incredible improvement in 
hVAC systems, windows, lighting, boilers, chillers, and other 
products in terms of their ability to control and conserve energy,” 
says Sakellaris. “Our job is to leverage these innovations to 
revolutionize the way customers are using energy every day. 
Typically we can save clients at least 25 percent in annual 
energy costs.”

For many customers, Ameresco also incorporates renewable 
energy sources that minimize both costs and environmental 
impacts. Explains Sakellaris, “We help customers construct 
renewable energy systems right on site — from biogas systems 
to wind, solar, and geothermal power solutions. One of the most 
important services we provide is a property-wide audit, where 

George Sakellaris
An Energy-Efficiency Pioneer

“I was FASCINATED by 
all the moving parts, 
as well as the IDEA of 
taking one thing and 
TRANSFORMING it into 
another.”

 — George Sakellaris, ME’75

W
hen he was growing up in Greece, George Sakellaris, ME’75, visited 
a local hydroelectric energy plant on a school field trip. “From that 
moment, I knew I wanted to design power plants,” recalls Sakellaris. “I 
was fascinated by all the moving parts, as well as the idea of taking one 

thing and transforming it into another.”  
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“If we all adopted the bEST 
practices and most INNOVATIVE 
technologies in our homes and 
businesses, we could ELIMINATE 
over 10 bILLION metric tons of CO2 

emissions every year.”

 — George Sakellaris, ME’75

we look closely at the potential to replace fossil-fuel energy 
sources with more sustainable, customized alternatives.”  

Ameresco not only specifies any new systems and oversees 
construction, but also assists with arranging financing for 
customer projects. “Sometimes people are reluctant to believe 
that such tremendous monetary rewards are possible. By 
providing financing, then getting paid back from the energy cost 
savings, Ameresco becomes a true partner in achieving better 
efficiency,” explains Sakellaris. “It’s a model that makes a lot of 
sense. We want to be invested in our customers’ success.”  

Making Best Practices a Way of Life

Sakellaris is gratified by Ameresco’s success to date, but will 
continue to advocate for even more widespread adoption 
of conservation practices and renewable energy sourcing. 
Even small steps are important, he emphasizes. For example, 
replacing one outdated boiler can save up to 40 percent in 
energy costs in the first year alone. 

“The economic benefits are huge, but the benefits to society are 
even greater,” he points out. “If we all adopted the best practices 
and most innovative technologies in our homes and businesses, 
we could eliminate over 10 billion metric tons of CO2 emissions 
every year. That’s not something we should do, but something 
we need to do. I’m excited about what Ameresco has achieved, 
but even more excited about what we can do in the future.”  
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Transforming Engineers 
  INTO LEADERS 

The College of Engineering’s Gordon Institute Provides a  New Toolset for Career Success

I
t’s 6:00 a.m. on a Friday, and a group of Northeastern 
students are boarding a bus parked on huntington Avenue. 
As instructed, they’re wearing sturdy clothes that might be 
ruined by weather, water, and mud — long pants, long-

sleeved shirts, tennis shoes — as well as a protective helmet. 

When they reach their destination, the Massachusetts Military 
Facility in Cape Cod, they’ll spend the day negotiating obstacle 
courses, climbing walls, and building bridges, working in teams 
at every stage. Trained, uniformed members of the military will be 
watching their every move as they complete a series of tasks with 
unflinchingly strict rules.

This might not sound like an engineering class, but in fact it’s the 
first experience grad students are exposed to when they enroll in 
Northeastern’s innovative Gordon Engineering Leadership (GEL) 
Program. Founded by pioneering engineer and entrepreneur 
Bernard M. Gordon, h’07, GEL builds character, while providing 
the hands-on skills engineers need to lead teams and solve 
complex problems.

In 2007, Gordon invested $20 million in creating this unique 
program. Last November, he made an additional $10 million 
gift to launch the Gordon Institute of Engineering Leadership 
within the College of Engineering. With this new funding, annual 
graduate class sizes will increase from 30 to 50 students, and 
new opportunities will be created for hands-on leadership 
development at the undergrad level.   

“It’s no longer enough for engineers to have only technical 
knowledge if they want to truly succeed in today’s fast-paced, 
highly collaborative workplace,” notes Gordon. “Students must 
also possess the character, knowledge, and attitude needed for 
leadership. Only then can they truly benefit their organizations 
and society.” 

real Challenges, With a real Payoff

At the Gordon Institute, experience-based labs and classes are 
part of a curriculum that includes product development, and the 
principles that are the foundation of cross functional engineering, 
which leads to a master of science in engineering in a variety 

of disciplines. Students 
can also choose to earn 
a standalone graduate 
certificate in engineering 
leadership. To date, 145 
students have completed 
the program.

These graduate students, 
known as Gordon Fellows, 
already have an average 
of 4.5 years of experience 
as practicing engineers. 
“Gordon Fellows 
have strong technical 
knowledge,” says Simon 
Pitts, director of the Gordon Institute. “Now they’re looking to 
fast-track their careers by learning to effectively lead teams and 
complex technical projects earlier than their peers.”

The Institute’s signature component is the Challenge Project. 
Working for an industrial firm or government agency that sponsors 
their enrollment, Gordon Fellows define a problem that they will 
solve — such as adding new functionality to an existing product, 
or launching an entirely new product. This project must deliver 
real financial value for the sponsoring organization and must be 
led entirely by the student.

“We’re doing something unusual,” explains Pitts. “We’re teaching 
our students how to master the real-world skills and traits that will 
turn them into successful engineering leaders. Armed with this 
new toolset, they will be much more effective in their careers.”

This innovative graduate program has been recognized for its 
success in transforming engineers into leaders, including winning 
the prestigious Gordon Prize for 2015 (see sidebar). 

“With Bernie Gordon’s generous new gift, this nationally 
recognized program will be sustained through many decades, 
ensuring that we will create a new generation of engineering 
leaders,” says Pitts.

“We’re doing 
something UNUSUAL 
we’re teaching our 
students how to 
master the real-world 
skills and traits that 
will turn them into 
SUCCESSFUL 
LEADERS”
— Simon Pitts, program director

»
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The College of Engineering’s Gordon Institute Provides a  New Toolset for Career Success

Students participate in classroom exercises based on 
real world application with professors and visiting guest 
speakers as well as get hands on experience in the field              
at the Gordon Institute of Engineering Leadership program. 

In January, the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) announced 

the 2015 winners of the prestigious Bernard M. Gordon Prize for 

Innovation in Engineering and Technology Education. This year’s 

award is shared by Simon Pitts, who has directed the Gordon 

Engineering Leadership Program since 2010, and Michael B. Silevitch, 

the Robert D. Black Professor in the Department of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering, who served as its founding director from 2007 

to 2009.

The Gordon Prize was established by the NAE in 2001 to recognize 

and reward new modalities and experiments in education that develop 

effective engineering leaders. This $500,000 annual award honors 

engineering educators whose accomplishments have significantly 

benefited society. The Gordon Prize will be officially presented at a 

ceremony at Northeastern this spring. 

In announcing the award, the NAE noted that Pitts has been 

“instrumental in building a community of practitioners among 

universities to share best practices in engineering leadership 

development…His professional background and dedication to 

cultivating meaningful relationships between students and industry has 

had a tremendous impact on the growth and success of the Gordon 

Engineering Leadership Program.”

About Silevitch, the NAE said, “A critical element of the curriculum is 

‘three-way mentoring,’ where each student is assigned one mentor 

from the program, one industry sponsor mentor, and another mentor 

who has expertise in the student’s technical area. Silevitch has been 

critical to advancing this part of the program.”  

“Winning this highly competitive award affirms that we are doing 

something right here in the College of Engineering as we rethink and 

implement the educational experience that will produce authentic 

leaders,” says Silevitch.

“Michael and I are proud of our accomplishments and are extremely 

proud of the Gordon Engineering Leadership team that delivers the 

program,” added Pitts. 

AN AWArD-WINNINg APPrOACH TO                        
 ENgINEErINg EDUCATION
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@HEATNU NortheasternHEAT

MAKING IT PERSONAL
ANNUAL EvENT BrINgS THE CONCEPT OF rECyCLINg HOME FOr STUDENTS

While many Northeastern students focus on environmental topics in the 
classroom, each year the Husky Environmental Action Team (HEAT) makes 
the concept of recycling personal for thousands of students. Since 2009, a 
subcommittee of this student environmental club has organized an annual 
collection of discarded items each spring, when students leave the campus for 
summer break. 

The committee’s first task is to sort through all the donated items, which are 
collected in bins at six Northeastern residence halls. Some items, such as 
bedding and clothing, cannot be resold — and these are donated to local 
homeless shelters, thrift shops, and animal shelters. The remainder of the 
donations are stored in pods that are contributed by Door2Door Storage 
Solutions. 

After unpacking the pods at summer’s end, the HEAT subcommittee hosts a 
sale of the recycled goods when students return to campus for Welcome Week. 
Dubbed “Trash2Treasure,” this annual event offers returning students a cost-
effective way to purchase household electronics, books, dorm room décor, 
storage solutions, and other items. While enjoying bargain prices, these buyers 
are also diverting trash from landfills and increasing environmental awareness.

rECyCLINg ON A MASSIvE SCALE

“Preparing for the annual Trash2Treasure sale is a huge undertaking, supported 
by over 300 student volunteers,” says Sarah Sanchez, E’14, who served as 
the lead coordinator for the sale during her last two years in Northeastern 
Engineering. “The sheer magnitude of donated items is overwhelming! It’s so 
easy to simply throw things away when moving out of your dorm room each 
spring. I found it really gratifying to see these ‘treasures’ recycled and given new 
life by local nonprofits and incoming students.” 

In spring 2014, Trash2Treasure committee members filled seven storage pods 
with items for the fall sale — representing nearly 2000 cubic feet of usable goods 
that were diverted from landfills. The August 31 sale raised $6300, yielding 
a profit of $4750 that was donated to student groups and a local nonprofit, 
Alternatives for Communities and Environment.  

More than 500 Northeastern students shopped at the August 2014 sale, with 
some lining up hours in advance outside the Curry Student Center Ballroom. 
Nearly 90 students served as volunteers on the day of the sale.

“Over the last six years, the Trash2Treasure event has become a very popular 
part of Welcome Week,” notes Sanchez, who began volunteering as sophomore. 
“As I watched students line up early in the morning to secure a good position in line, it became abundantly clear: 
One person’s trash really is someone else’s treasure!”

from LOCAL             gLOBAL 
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CLEAN WATER: Attacking a Global Problem
STUDENT CHAPTEr OF ENgINEErS WITHOUT BOrDErS EArNS NATIONAL 
rECOgNITION FOr OUTrEACH

There are few environmental challenges as important to human health as 
access to clean, safe drinking water. Since 2004, Northeastern’s student 
chapter of Engineers Without Borders (EWB) has been working with rural 
communities in the developing world to design and construct drinking 
water systems — significantly increasing the quality of life and physical 
health of thousands of people.

In recognition of this work, the Northeastern group was named the 
National Premier Student Chapter of Engineers Without Borders for 
2014. Northeastern was selected from a pool of nearly 200 student 
chapters from around the country. This award recognized the outstanding 
commitment of not only the student volunteers, but also the mentors, 
donors, and alumni who support this effort, including energetic alum 
Heather Mackey Ford (see p. 36, “Northeastern Remains a Priority for 
Ford.”)

The Northeastern chapter is composed of 60 members, all of whom work 
on two water distribution projects: one in Uganda and one in Honduras. 
The Honduras team has successfully completed five projects in different communities in the Yoro District, 
including a non-gravity-fed water delivery system for a mountainous region that was finished in December. Over 
1,000 villagers in the Yoro District have benefited from access to safe drinking water.

The Uganda project team undertook three working trips in 2014, culminating in the completion of five community 
tap stands — each one featuring multiple faucets to distribute clean water 
to large numbers of people. In the past five years, this team has constructed 
and rehabilitated rain-water catch basin systems at schools, as well 
as drilling two deep wells fitted with hand pumps. The team’s work has 
provided potable water to more than 1,000 people.

“2014 was an aggressive year, so it was fitting that our chapter was 
recognized last year,” says Catherine McManus, Class of 2016, who is 
majoring in Civil Engineering.

Working in different countries through EWB, she notes, provides members 
with a cultural education integrated with engineering, one that will continue 
to become more robust: Since Northeastern’s chapter of EWB is growing 
and the Honduras project is almost complete, the group is looking to begin 
a third water distribution project in Central or Latin America in 2015.

Many students in Northeastern’s chapter of EWB bring real-world 
experience to their water-quality projects, having completed co-ops at engineering companies around the world.

“That’s one of the things that makes our chapter so strong,” says Liz Cherchia, E’14. “Our members have 
practical experience in engineering, and that directly affects the work Northeastern students are able to do.”

To learn more about the chapter’s efforts, visit ewb.neu.edu
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from LOCAL             gLOBAL COE STUDENTS INNOvATINg SUSTAINABILITy                             
   ON A gLOBAL SCALE
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Faculty News and honors 

renewable Energy 

bRAzIL
In the summer of 2014 students were 
led by Professor Courtney Pfluger 
to Brazil in a course called “Alternative 
Energy Technology and Brazilian 
Culture” to learn about different types 
of alternative energy in a country that 
sources over 80% of its electricity by 
renewable technologies. 

CPFL Solar Energy Company

May 13, 2014

“Today we went to visit CPFL Solar energy company.  We learned 
about how they distribute renewable energy into the grid in Brazil 
and their plans to expand more renewable energies in Brazil in the 
coming years.”

21 STUDENTS

14 ENgINEErINg MAJOrS

Sugarcane Ethanol Plant

May 19, 2014

“We traveled to Brotas today to visit a 
Sugarcane ethanol plant.”

Sugarcane ethanol is an alcohol-based fuel 
which is a clean, affordable and low-carbon 
biofuel, which has emerged as a leading 
renewable fuel for the transportation sector. 

Learn more at saopaulodialogue2014.blogspot.com

Each year students and faculty participate in various DIALOGUE OF 
CIvILIZATIONS which are a series of global STUDENT EXCHANGES 
between Northeastern University and students around the world. 
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Climate Change

INDIA
To learn about climate change first hand on a 
global scale, students were led to India with 
Professor Auroop ganguly in the summer 
of 2014. This interdisciplinary course called 
“The Science of Policy of Climate Change in 
an Emerging Economy” explored the cities of 
Mumbai, Bangalore, Kerala, and Delhi over the 
one month trip. The class worked with experts 
on business and governance to understand 
the particular challenges that India and other 
emerging economies face when dealing with 
climate change. 

26 STUDENTS

15 ENgINEErINg MAJOrS

Tea and Cardamom Plantation

May 28, 2014

“Ultimately, the tour and our personable guide 
gave us new insight to the culture of tea in 
India. Not only are we now experts on curry, 
but we can all be a little more sophisticated as 
we take our love for tea to the next level.”

Learn more at northeasternclimatedoc.tumblr.com

In 2015 there are 8 Dialogue of Civilization exchanges including Brazil, Chile, Italy, 
India, the Netherlands and Spain. DISCOvER all the global experience opportunities                                    
>> coe.neu.edu/experiential-learning/global-experiences << 
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CONNECT

AIAA club is working 
with NASA to 
determine how to 
return a payload 
to Earth using an 
autonomous robot 
and rocket.

#nucoe proudly hosts @
IEEEorg pwrsoc2014.org, 
welcoming 200+ industry 
and academics to campus 
this week!

@NortheasternCOE@NortheasternCOE

CATCh   on ALUMNI NEWS

Did you know the College of Engineering LAUNCHED a brand NEW WEBSITE in fall 2014? COE.NEU.EDU

There are so many ways to learn about and INTErACT with current students, faculty and staff. 
FrIEND us at Facebook.com/nucoe, TWEET us @NORTHEASTERNCOE on Twitter, 
FOLLOW us on LinkedIn.com/company/3018302, and vIEW current videos on YouTube.com/NortheasternEngineer.

Here are three excerpts from the COE Blog e-squared: everything engineering. To learn more about David, 
Paige, Kathryna and other guest bloggers visit coe.neu.edu/blog.

NUin GREECE
Paige Hendersen is a second year Mechanical Engineering student who started 
her college career in the Northeastern University International program. “I had 
never imagined I would start college in a different country, especially one where I 
couldn’t speak a word of the language. But when I was accepted into this unique 
program, I knew there was no way I could pass up an opportunity like it. Venturing 
to Thessaloniki, Greece in September 2013 brought much excitement...I was able 
to see that mechanical engineering was the route for me, because I’ve always 
believed that it can incorporate my artistic background.”

CIvIL MEETS WORLD
Kathryna Clarke is a senior Civil and Environmental Engineering student on 
her third co-op in Panama. Her future goals upon graduation include a job as 
a design and field engineer and a masters in water resource engineering and 
environmental policy. “My two biggest pieces of advice to anyone who is doubting 
going on an international co-op or just any international opportunity – whether it 
is a dialogue or a study abroad, are one, do not doubt yourself or hesitate, apply 
NOW. You have nothing to lose but your pre-conceived notions of the world and 
everything to gain.”

BROADER IMPACTS AT NORTHEASTERN
David Walsh is a fourth year PhD Bioengineering student and NSF Graduate 
Research Fellow studying in Stockholm Sweden. “What makes Northeastern so 
special to me is the collaborative spirit of Northeastern. We are not performing 
world-class research in a vacuum. Many Northeastern students are collaborating 
with other labs, departments, universities, and even companies. My first project 
was a direct collaboration with Duke Eye Center (medical clinic) and Sandstone 
Diagnostics (start-up company). And my current project is in collaboration with a 
top research center in Stockholm, Sweden where I work now.” 
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Ryan Wright E’09

Entrepreneur behind Sol Power: a five-person startup aimed at harnessing the sun’s energy to 
recharge mobile devices while their users go about their business. His startup strategy began 
to evolve in 2013, when he con nected with IDEA, Northeastern’s student-  run ven ture accel-
er ator. Since then, IDEA has awarded Wright $20,000 in gap funding, which he used to help                       
man u fac ture the charging sta tions, and hooked him up with a mentor named Scott Goldth waite, 
the senior vice pres i dent of oper a tions for ROAM, the leading mobile com merce provider. 

Liyuan Liang E’82

Civil and Environmental engineering graduate Liyuan Liang has been named a Fellow of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science. Now a member of the Department of 
Energy Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Liang is co-editor of the book “Neutron Applications in Earth, 
Energy and Environmental Sciences,” and is author or co-author of over 120 publications with nearly 
3,500 citations. Her research now focuses on biological and chemical transformation of mercury at 
the sediment-water interface, geochemical and interfacial processes affecting metal oxide colloidal 
particles in aquatic and subsurface environments and Research and development of Permeable 
Reactive Barrier technology for groundwater remediation.

In August, COE alumni and students attended the second annual Northeastern University Black Alumni Association’s 
scholarship fundraiser on Martha’s vineyard. Guests included (from left) Richard Harris, E’89, MS’08; Pamela Harris, E’87, 
MS’11; Courtney Johnson, E’17; Sarah Brown, E’11, ME’14, PhD’16; Wendy Elliot, E’77, ME’87; Angela Motley, E’85; Robert 
Tunis, E’77; Gregory Janey, ME’09; Carl McKenzie, E’86; Carrie McKenzie, E’88, MS’07; and Robert Sanders, E’83, PhD’13.

Marc Raibert E’73

In fall of 2014 Marc Raibert E’73 visited 
campus to speak to students during 
Northeastern’s Profiles in Innovation 
Presidential Speaker Series. Raibert 
creates bio-inspired robots at Boston 
Dynamics: a Massachusetts based 
company he founded in 1992. Some of 
the company’s innovative robots include 
BigDog, a rough-  terrain quadrupedal 
robot that can run, walk, climb, and 

carry big loads. Before starting the com pany, Raibert was a pro fessor at MIT from 1986 to 1995, and Carnegie Mellon 
Uni ver sity from 1980 to 1986. Fol lowing Raibert’s pre sen ta tion, Aoun asked him about his expe ri ences as an under grad-
uate stu dent at North eastern and how co-  op played a role in his education. “I think being a classroom-  only expe ri ence 
wouldn’t have been the right thing for me,” said Raibert, who worked on co-  op at IBM...“I’m a hands-  on guy, and co-  op 
gave me the oppor tu nity to mix that with my class room work.”  
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“It’s so much about get ting 
OUT SIDE OF THE BOX rather 
than building the next iter a tion 
of some thing like a phone. You 
can CREATE any kind of thing 
to ATTACK any kind of problem.” 

— Marc Raibert, E’73
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Faculty News and honors

Art Coury is welcomed by Northeastern as University Distinguished Professor of 
Chemical Engineering. His research is focused on next generation of polymers for 
advanced health and sustainability applications. Coury is a Member of the National 
Academy of Engineers and has a PhD in organic chemistry and an MBA from the 
University of Minnesota.

Nasim Annabi has joined 
Northeastern as assistant 
professor of chemical 
engineering. Her research 
interests include next 
generation of polymers 

for advanced health and sustainability 
applications. Annabi received her PhD from 
the University of Sydney, Australia. 

Jaydeep Bardhan has been 
named assistant professor 
of mechanical and industrial 
engineering. His research 
includes multiscale continuum 
models, electrolyte solutions 

in biophysics, boundary-integral methods, 
and fast numerical algorithms. Bardhan 
received his PhD from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. 

Carlos Hidrovo joined 
Northeastern as assistant 
professor of mechanical 
and industrial engineering. 
His research focus is the 
mechanics of microscale 

multiphase transport phenomena, and optical 
diagnostics. Hidrovo received his PhD from 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Alireza Karimi has been 
named assistant professor 
of mechanical and industrial 
engineering at Northeastern 
University. His research 
interests include dynamics 

of active fluids, formation and development 
of biofilms. Karimi received his PhD from 
virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University. 

Abigail Koppes has joined 
the department of chemical 
engineering as assistant 
professor. Her research 
includes development of 
novel interventions and tissue 

engineered platforms for nerve regeneration 
and repair. She received her PhD from 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

Haris Koutsopoulos joined 
Northeastern as professor 
of civil and environmental 
engineering. His research 

focus is on urban transportation networks 
and informatics, urban mobility; transportation 
operations analysis and control with data 
from dedicated and opportunistic sensors. 
Koutsopoulos received his PhD from 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Craig Maloney has joined 
Northeastern as associate 
professor of mechanical 
and industrial engineering. 
His research focus includes 
modeling, simulation, and theory 

of nanoscale mechanics, soft matter, and 
glasses and amorphous materials. Maloney 
received his PhD from the University of 
California, Santa Barbara. 

Tommaso Melodia joins 
Northeastern as associate 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering. His 
research focuses on Modeling 
and optimization of wireless 

networked systems, with applications to 
biomedical intra-body networks, underwater 
networks, multimedia sensor networks. Melodia 
received a PhD from the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, and another from the University of 
Rome La Sapienza.

Ming Su has joined Northeastern 
as associate professor 
of chemical engineering. 
His research focus is on 
Nanoparticles for numerous 
applications from advanced 

medicine to sustainability. Su received his PhD 
from Northwestern University.

Ozlem Ergun has joined 
Northeastern as associate 
professor of mechanical and 
industrial engineering. Her 
research focuses on design 
and management of large-

scale and often decentralized networks in 
information, transportation and supply chain 
systems, development of analytical and 
algorithmic tools based on optimization and 
game theory. Ergun received her PhD from 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

New Faculty

Kaushik Chowdhury, assistant 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, received 
an NSF CAREER Award for 
his proposal entitled, “IDEA: 
Integrated Data and Energy 

Access for Wireless Sensor Networks”. Dr. 
Chowdhury received his PhD from Georgia 
Institute of Technology. 

Young Investigators
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Remembering Constantinos Mavroidis 
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In these pages we celebrate the addition of new faculty to the College of Engineering, as well 
as recent Young Investigator Awardees won by those in our close-knit community. These faculty 
recognitions bring the total young investigator awards in the college to 50, including 33 NSF 
CAREER and 10 DOD Young Investigator awards. Sadly, we also mourn the loss of our colleague 
and dear friend Constantinos Mavroidis. 

Matthew Eckelman assistant 
professor of civil and 
environmental engineering, 
was awarded the 2013 Laudise 
Young Researcher Prize by 
the International Society 

for Industrial Ecology for his outstanding 
achievements in industrial ecology. In 2013 
he also received an NSF grant to create 
environmental assessment and ethics case 
study materials for engineering, public policy, 
and management courses. In 2015 he received 
an NSF CAREER Award for his proposal 
entitled, “Building Chemical Synthesis Networks 
for Life Cycle Hazard Modeling”. Dr. Eckelman 
received his PhD from Yale University.

Marilyn Minus Assistant Professor of Mechanical and Industrial 
Engineering, received a National Science Foundation CAREER 
Award for her proposal entitled, “Understanding Directionally 
Templated Interphase Processing-Structure Development and 
Relationships in Polymer nano-Composite Materials”. Beyond her 
CAREER award, Dr. Minus has also received additional funding 

from NSF as well as DARPA, AFOSR, and ARO. She received her PhD from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology.

richard West assistant professor of chemical engineering, 
was awarded an American Chemical Society Doctoral New 
Investigator grant for his proposal entitled, “Transition-State 
Prediction for High-Throughput Calculation of Accurate 
Chemical Reaction Rates”. Dr. West received his PhD from the 
University of Cambridge (UK).

Ningfang Mi assistant professor 
of electrical and computer 
engineering, received an NSF 
CAREER Award for her proposal 
entitled, “Capacity Planning 
Methodologies for Large Clusters 

with Heterogeneous Architectures and Diverse 
Applications” and was awarded an Air Force 
Young Investigator Award for her proposal entitled, 
“Creating an Integrated Management Layer to 
Administer Heterogeneous Resources in Dynamic 
Workflow Clusters”. Dr. Mi has also received an 
IBM Faculty award in 2010. Dr. Mi received her 
PhD from the College of William and Mary.

Marvin Onabajo assistant 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, received 
an NSF CAREER Award for his 
proposal entitled, “Low-Power 
Transceiver Design Methods 

for Wireless Medical Monitoring”.  Dr. Onabajo 
received his PhD from Texas A&M University. 

Matteo rinaldi assistant 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, 
received a NSF CAREER 
Award for his proposal 
entitled, “Nano Electro 

Mechanical Resonant Sensing Platform for 
Chip Scale, High Resolution and Ultra-Fast 
Terahertz Spectroscopy and Imaging”. He 
has also received a DARPA Young Faculty 
Award in 2012. Dr. Rinaldi received his PhD 
from the University of Pennsylvania.

raymond Fu assistant professor of electrical and computer 
engineering, earned three Young Investigator recognitions in 2014. 
Fu was named the 2014 International Neural Network Society’s 
Young Investigator Award, and was awarded an Office of Naval 
Research Young Investigator Award for his proposal entitled, 
“Deep Structures Boosted Self-Organized Behavior Pattern 

Learning for Anomaly Detection” and an Army Research Office Young Investigator Award for 
his proposal entitled, “Intention Sensing through video-based Imminent Activity Prediction”. 
Dr. Fu received his PhD from the University of Illinois.

Professor Mavroidis, or “Dinos” as he was known to his colleagues, 
passed away Wednesday November 19, 2014 in Boston 
Massachusetts. He joined Northeastern’s Department of Mechanical 
and Industrial Engineering in 2004, where he became Full Professor 
in 2006 and COE Distinguished Professor in 2011. Dinos also held 
visiting scientist appointments at several Boston hospitals.

Dinos’ passion for mechanical design research and education was 
unwavering, particularly in the area of robotics for rehabilitation. During his career, he 
supervised 14 completed doctoral theses and 22 completed masters theses, while also 
teaching Capstone Design since he joined Northeastern. In addition to his teaching 
and advising, he was a prolific researcher and scholar, authored and co-authored 
more than 200 journal, conference papers and book contributions. He was particularly 
notable for his innovation and entrepreneurial activities, which resulted in 8 awarded 
patents (with nearly two dozen more filed), and his creation of two spin-off companies 
AndrosRobotics and 3Spark – the latter being named a 2013 MassChallenge finalist. 

For these and other accomplishments, Dinos was recognized as a Fellow of the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 2006 and a Fellow of the National 
Academy of Inventors in 2013. He also received numerous awards, including Best Paper 
Award at the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Design Technical 
Conferences (1994), the ASME Freudenstein/General Motors Young Investigator Award 
(1998), the Rutgers University Johnson and Johnson Discovery Award (1998), the 
National Science Foundation CAREER Award (2000), the 2005 Literati Club Awards 
for Excellence (Best Paper Award) for the journal Assembly Automation, and the 2004 
Popular Science Best of What’s New Award in the Personal Health category from the 
invention entitled: “Smart Orthotic Device Using Electrorheological Fluids”. 
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Thomas Webster, Art 
Zafiropoulo Chair in 
Engineering and Department 
Chair of chemical engineering, 
along with Hicham Fenniri, 
were awarded a patent 
for using “Nanotubes and 
Compositions thereof” on the 
surfaces of implants. Webster 
is a Fellow of the American 
Institute for Medical and 

Biological Engineers, the American Society for 
Nanomedicine, the Biomedical Engineering 
Society and the Ernst Strüngmann Foundation. 

ron Willey, professor of 
chemical engineering was 
awarded a patent for his 
method of creating “Titania 
nanotubes prepared by 
anodization in chloride-

containing electrolytes”. Willey’s research 
interest focuses on process safety and 
catalysis. 

Purnima ratilal, associate 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, 
was elected a Fellow of 
the Acoustical Society of 
America for her contributions 

to bioacoustics and underwater acoustic 
scattering and reverberation. 

David Kaeli, COE 
Distinguished Professor 
of electrical and computer 
engineering, was named a 
Distinguished Scientist by the 
Association for Computing 

Machinery for his significant contributions to 
the computing field.

Jerome Hajjar, professor and chair of civil and 
environmental engineering (located in center 
below), has been recognized as the CDM 
Smith Professor in civil engineering. Dr. Hajjar 
is a Fellow of the ASCE and SEI, and has been 
awarded the ASCE Norman Medal, the ASCE 

Permeability Based Device”. Dr. Mosallaei also 
received a DARPA Award for Materials for Wave 
Synthesis, and is the co-PI of a new MURI on 2D 
Sheets.

Ming Wang, professor of civil 
and environmental engineering, 
was selected as a Fellow of SPIE 
for his achievements in electro-
magnetic sensor and versatile 
onboard traffic-embedded 

roaming sensors. 

rifat Sipahi, associate professor 
of mechanical and industrial 
engineering, was selected as a 
Fellow of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers. 

Auroop ganguly, associate 
professor of civil and 
environmental engineering, along 
with CEE affiliated assistant 
professor Tarik gouhier, and 
associate professor of electrical 

and computer engineering Jennifer Dy, were 
awarded a $1.2M NSF Cyber SEES grant.
 

Nian Sun, professor of electrical 
and computer engineering, 
and Matteo rinaldi, assistant 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, were 
awarded a $1M grant from 
the W.M. Keck Foundation 
for Nanofabricated Neural 
Probes with Ultra-Sensitive 
Integrated Compact RF NEMS 
Magnetoelectric Sensors for 
Electro-Magneto-Brain Activity 
Map.

 
Nadine Aubry, Dean of the 
College of Engineering and 
University Distinguished 
Professor, was named Fellow 
of the National Academy of 
Inventors for her innovations in 

fluid mechanics. 
 

yung Joon Jung, Moneesh 
Upmanyu, Carol Livermore, 
all associate professors of 
mechanical and industrial 
engineering, and David Kaeli, 
COE Distinguished Professor 

of electrical and computer engineering, were 
awarded a $1.3M grant from the National 
Science Foundation to create high-performance 
carbon nanofibers.

Shortridge Hardesty Award and the Top 10 
Breakthrough Award from Popular Mechanics.

Shashi Murthy, associate 
professor of chemical 
engineering, was featured 
on the cover of Stem Cells 
Translational Medicine for 
his research on microfluidic 

isolation of skin stem cells for regeneration of 
hair and sebaceous glands in non-functional 
skin.

Mehrdad Sasani, associate 
professor of civil engineering, 
was named a Fellow of the 
Structural Engineering Institute 
of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers for his research in 

progressive collapses of concrete structures.

Matthias ruth, professor 
of civil and environmental 
engineering, co-authored 
two chapters of the Third 
National Climate Assessment. 
This report issued by the 

White House aims to inform the nation 
about the current status of the climate. Ruth 
focused on the impact climate change has 
on infrastructure, urban systems, and the 
Northeast in his chapters of the report. Read 
more, bit.ly/1CPr5TA.

Jennifer Dy, associate 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, 
and David Kaeli, COE 
Distinguished Professor 
of electrical and computer 

engineering, were awarded a patent for 
creating a “virtual Machine Monitor Based 
Intrusion Detection System”. Dr. Kaeli’s 
research is based on high-performance 
systems and software, while Dr. Dy has 
focused on developing algorithms for clustering 
data and improving support vector machines.

Ahmed Busnaina, William 
Lincoln Smith Professor of 
mechanical and industrial 
engineering, was awarded 3 
patents in 2014, “Method of 
integrating a single nanowire 

into a nanocircuit”, “Multi-biomark biosensor”, 
and “Directed assembly of a conducting 
polymer”. 

Hossein Mosallaei, associate 
professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, was 
awarded a patent for his 
designs of a “Tunable Negative 

Select recent Patents, Publication Highlights and Honors

Notables
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Benefactors 
The following donors are College of Engineering alumni 
or friends who have made a lifetime commitment of $1 
million or more to Northeastern University, or friends 
who have made a lifetime commitment of $1 million or 
more to the College of Engineering by June 30, 2014. 

KEY                                                                                                                    
*Deceased                                                                                               
PNT designates parents of a                                                      
current student or 2014 graduate

Leora L. Beaton*
Joanne M. Schneider Brooks
William DiPietro, E’42
Maureen Egan
Edward G., E’73, and Catherine Galante
Francis A., E’59, and Joan A. Gicca
Bernard M., H’07, and Sophia Gordon
James W. Healy, E’54
Charles J., ME’73, and Josephine Hoff
Martha E. Hurtig
George S., E’44, H’88*, and Ellen Kariotis
George J. Kostas, E’43, H’07
Farla H. Krentzman
Irving M., E’57, and Lenore Levine
Francis A., E’63, and Marlene Long
Richard Lord, E’74
Anthony R., E’67, H’08, and Michele F. Manganaro
Roger M. Marino, E’61, H’96
Marcia Ruderman
Michael J., E’68, and Ann Sherman
Robert J., E’68, H’00, and Mao Shillman, PNT
Lorraine C. Snell
Sy, ME’68, H’12, and Laurie Sternberg
Arthur W., E’61 and Lisa Zafiropoulo
Anonymous (2)

The Huntington Society
The following donors are alumni and friends of the 
College of Engineering whose gift in support of the 
college qualifies for Huntington Society membership. 
Huntington Society members are Benefactors or have 
committed $100,000 or more within a single year; the 
membership period is five years.

KEY
*Deceased
PNT designates parents of a                                                   
current student or 2014 graduate

Zafer Chaoui, PNT
Manuel, E’57, and Rose M. Correia
Alexander C. Derry, E’54
Jonathan DiVincenzo, E’88, PNT
David S., E’47, and Diane L. Feinzig
Robert H. Goodale, E’55
J. Barry Herring
David L. House, ME’69
William S., E’69, and Diane Howard
Chaitanya Kanojia, ME’93, and Tracie Longman
Dale M., E’78, and Linda Kaye
Robert R., E’73, and Louise Kursmark
C. Joseph, BET’66, UC’68*, and Donna M. LaBonté
Frank P. Marangell, E’83, MBA’89
Metri R., E’92, ME’95, and Ferial Metri
Leonard C., E’68, and Linda Perham
Dennis J., LI’59, UC’62, H’89, and Dolores Picard
Victor L., LC’70, MBA’81, and Carmel Poirier
Donald S., E’60, ME’66, and Holly Pottle
John V. Pulichino, ME’72
Eugene M., Jr., E’60, MEd’65, H’95, and Corinne C.   
   Reppucci, LA’64, MEd’71
Kathleen Clinton Rochefort
Gordon H., Jr., E’66, ME’73, and Jane Slaney
Francis L., E’62, ME’64, and Marilyn Tempesta
Anonymous (3)

Dear Alumni and Friends,

 Northeastern’s College of Engineering 
has long been a trailblazer in engineering 
education, training generations of innovators 
who confront the great challenges of our 
time, particularly in health, security, and 
sustainability. Today, our talented students and 
faculty are at the forefront of exploration and 
discovery around the globe—and they are 
defying boundaries in cornerstone disciplines. 

The College of Engineering is a community that’s all in. With the 
backing of Empower: The Campaign for Northeastern, Dean 
Nadine Aubry and alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff, and 
friends are fueling our unprecedented momentum. Thanks to you, 
this has been a record-breaking fundraising year with $29 million 
secured for scholarships, graduate fellowships, faculty research 
grants, and community-based STEM educational outreach.

The college’s pacesetters are transforming the engineering 
landscape with their longstanding support. Bernard Gordon, H’07, 
has built a thriving incubator for young minds with his Gordon 
Institute for Engineering Leadership, while George Kostas, E’43, 
H’07, has sparked rapid gains in nanotechnology and security 
research. Meanwhile, James Healy, E’54, is rewarding standout 
undergraduates by endowing the Healy Scholars Fund, which 
provides tuition, room, and board for aspiring engineers each 
year. And with a gift to the Faculty Fellows Program, Leonard 
Perham, E’68, is helping retain the college’s finest teachers and 
researchers. What’s more, by investing in the Student-Industry 
Bridge Engineering Program, corporate partners like MEMSIC, 
Inc., are ensuring that gifted graduate level investigators are 
conducting research under the supervision of first-rate faculty.

Such remarkable dedication speaks to how profoundly people 
care about supporting the College of Engineering’s commitment 
to knowledge, inquiry, and our unique experiential learning model. 
Together, we are maximizing the impact our students and faculty 
have on humankind as they predict, cultivate, and harness the 
advances that will spur the next wave of discoveries to improve 
our lives. 

Sincerely,

MaeLynn Patten
Associate Dean of Development and Alumni Affairs
College of Engineering

Learn how you can support Northeastern and the College of Engineering 
through the Empower campaign at northeastern.edu/empower, or contact 
MaeLynn Patten at 617.373.7910 or m.patten@neu.edu.
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Frank Palmer Speare Society 
The Frank Palmer Speare Society is named for Northeastern’s first president and recognizes donors who have made estate provisions or other planned gifts in 
support of the university. The list below honors alumni of the College of Engineering who are members of the Frank Palmer Speare Society. 

KEY
*Deceased
PNT designates parents of a current student or 2014 graduate

Robert E., E’59, and Bonnie J. Allen
Robert B., E’47, and Sara Angus
George J. Antonucci, E’63, ME’65
Albert E. Baker, Jr., E’40*
Charles T. Barooshian, E’59
Harry R., Jr., E’50, and Audrey G. Bedell
Richard B., Jr., E’69, and Lennie Bourne
Thomas W. Brahms, E’71
Donald M., E’52, and Lois L. Brown*
Ralph R. Burwell, E’50
Anthony J., E’48, and Ann E. Caggiano
Alfonso M. Cavaliere, E’37
Lynne S. Champion, E’69
Joel Barry Chase, PE, E’67
Peter C., E’87 and Leslie Chatel
Harold T., E’63, and Kathleen Connors†
Manuel, E’57, and Rose M. Correia†
Joseph M. Cunniff, LI’51, B’54, MBA’59
Carl E., E’56, ME’64, and                                
    Claire T. Dantas, UC’83
Robert F., E’61, ME’68, and Susan R.  
    Daylor, PNT†
Alexander C. Derry, E’54
Thomas J. Jr., E’73, MBA’78, and Marie  
    Falvey DeSisto, N’77
David A., E’59, and Louise Doane

Roger J., E’63, and Rochelle Kady  
    Dolan, E’63
Richard, E’52, and MJ Ebens
Donald K., E’55, and Donna C. Ellsworth
Mark D. Epstein, E’10, DMSB’11
William E. Epstein, E’72
Rita F. Fahy, LA’78, ME’89
Robert R. Feier, MS’64, ME’69
David S., E’47, and Diane L. Feinzig
George C. Frost, E’50
Maurice, E’44*, and Jean Gertel
Francis A., E’59, and Joan A. Gicca
Robert M., E’62, and Deanne Glorioso†
Robert L., E’59, and Frances Z. Goldberg
John J., E’44, B’49, and Alice M. Goode
Richard A. Grenier, E’76
Herbert C., E’40, and Lillian E. Hammond
Stephen, E’78, and Kathryn Hannabury
William T., IV, ME’70, and                            
    Joan L. Hathaway
James W. Healy, E’54
Kenneth W. Henderson, E’53
Paul E. Hirtle, E’56, MBA’61*
Kenneth W., E’56, and Barbara P. Hiseler
James F. Jefferson, E’43*
Peter E. Jenks, E’43*

George M. Jett, E’70
Donald Kerivan, E’49
Thomas J., E’69, ME’71, and Carol J.  
    Kerr, Ed’73, MEd’76
Walter I. Keyes, E’51, ME’57
Jeffrey R., E’74, ME’76, and Diane S.  
    Kontoff
Stanley R. Kovell, E’55
Frank Kozacka, E’71
Frederick H., E’57, and Carole Kurtz
Milan W., E’57, and Corinne K. Lawson
Herbert A., E’50, and Rose Fishman  
    Lerner, LA’53
Irving M., E’57, and Lenore Levine
Linda M., E’82, and Robert B. MacIntosh†
Robert T., E’72, and Loretta Maddock
Roger M. Marino, E’61, H’96
Charles D., E’54, and Elsie M.                   
    Mason, E’53
John A., E’59, ME’66, and                       
    Frances Massa*
Donald F., E’56, and Gladys A. Meade
Joseph H. Metelski, E’61
Daniel W. Miles, E’40
Jack W. Morrissey, E’67
John D. Morrissey, E’59

William H. Newman, III, E’77
Edward T., E’59, ME’66, and Carol O’Keefe
James Y., E’52*, and Nancy E. Paulding*
Salandro S. Pesce, LI’45
Steven N. Picheny, E’64
Victor L., LC’70, MBA’81, and                  
    Carmel Poirier
Mary Louise Pottle, E’48, MEd’60
Roger R. Potvin, E’64
Charles H., Jr., E’55, ME’60, and               
    Imelda C. Price
Donald J. Price, LI’57, B’59, MBA’63
Joseph J. Prifti, E’59, ME’64, PhD’67
Alonzo C., Jr., E’45, and Margaret H. Rand
Leon W., E’47, and Marilyn Rank
Ralph A. Rawley, E’43, MBA’54
Eugene M., Jr., E’60, MEd’65, H’95, and 
Corinne C. Reppucci, AS’64, MEd’71
Kenneth W., Jr., E’42, and                           
    Jeannetta Richardson
Michael P. Richardson, UC’91, SET’95
William F., E’40*, and Helen K. Richardson
Kenneth J. Ritchie, E’49, MBA’54
Richard A., E’71, and Martha Schoenfeld
David A., E’69, and Lorraine M.                 
    (Goodman) Seres, LA’70

Arthur L., E’69, ME’75 and                               
    Jane Singer, MEd’71 
Roderic W., E’44, MEd’69, and             
    Anne W. Sommers
Vincent F., E’51, and Claire A. Sordillo
David F. Stephenson, E’51*
Clifford E. Sullivan, Jr., E’48
Stephen J., Jr., E’57, H’94, and                     
    Genevieve Sweeney
John R. Thurell, Jr., E’49, ME’55
Allen N., E’47, and Lemore M. Towne
Edward H. Tutun, E’47
David E., DMSB’84, and Ann Violette,  
    E’85, PNT
Stephen T., E’66, and Brenda Walker
Edward L., E’59, and Carolyn R. Wax
Ronald P. Weston, ME’66
William O., LI’77, LI’79, and                       
    Roberta Wheeler
Robert W. Whiteacre, III, E’47
John J. Wroblewski, E’70
Joe, ME’88, and June Sun Zheng
John A. Zukowski, LI’55
Anonymous (2)

Dean’s Society | College of Engineering
Listed below are College of Engineering alumni and friends who have made gifts or pledge payments of $1,000 or more to any College of Engineering 
designation, and College of Engineering alumni who have given to any Northeastern designation at that level during FY14 (July 1, 2013 through June 30, 
2014). Every effort was made to ensure the accuracy of this list. Our apologies for any errors or omissions that have occurred.

KEY
*Deceased
PNT designates parents of a 
current student or 2014 graduate

FOUNDER’S LEVEL 
($25,000 and Higher)

Estate of Gordon C. Anderson, E’34
Yalcin Ayasli
Estate of Frederick M. Childs, E’47
Manuel, E’57, and Rose M. Correia
Alexander C. Derry, E’54
Estate of Joseph C. Farrell, Jr., E’58
David S., E’47, and Diane L. Feinzig
Edward G., E’73, and Catherine Galante
Robert H. Goodale, E’55
Bernard M., H’07, and Sophia Gordon
Estate of Arthur F. Hartford, E’41
Estate of Joseph M. Higgins, E’39
William S., E’69, and Diane Howard
Paul E. Hurtig and Deborah L. Farbank,    
    PNT
Estate of James F. Jefferson, E’43
Chaitanya Kanojia, ME’93, and Tracie   
    Longman
George J. Kostas, E’43, H’07
Robert R., E’73, and Louise Kursmark
Francis A., E’63, and Marlene Long
Roger M. Marino, E’61, H’96
Henry J., UC’77, H’08, and Michele  
    Nasella
Peter J. Ogren, E’69
Erhan Öner
Ersin Özturk
Leonard C., E’68, and Linda Perham
Russell L. Peterson, E’63, ME’70
Dennis J., LI’59, UC’62, H’89, and 
Dolores Picard 
Victor L., LC’70, MBA’81, and Carmel 
Poirier
Mary Prendiville
Eugene M., Jr., E’60, MEd’65, H’95, and  
    Corinne C. Reppucci, LA’64, MEd’71
Kathleen Clinton Rochefort
George P. Sakellaris, ME’75, MBA’82

Michael J., E’68, and Ann Sherman
Robert J., E’68, H’00, and Mao            
    Shillman, PNT
Richard H. Sioui, E’64
Gordon H., Jr., E’66, ME’73, and                
    Jane Slaney
Sy, ME’68, H’12, and Laurie Sternberg
Stephen A. Wyke, E’82
Anonymous

VISIONARY’S LEVEL 
($10,000 - $24,999)

James G., E’47, and Ifigenia Boulogiane
Estate of John L. Cattanach, E’54
Jonathan DiVincenzo, E’88, PNT
Jon A. Ebacher, E’66, ME’68
Frederick J. Emmett, Jr., ME’67
Estate of Carl W. Eschelbach, E’46
Arthur R. Foster

Estate of Philip O. Malmberg, E’31
Frank P. Marangell, E’83, MBA’89
Fredric W. Pement, E’56
Anthony J. and Gillian M. Phillips, PNT
Michael Steven Pritula
Frederick, ME’67, and Judy Schmid
Richard A., E’71, and Martha Schoenfeld
James P., E’88, and Amie M. Smith, AS’87
James C., E’69, and Victoria A.  
   Thompson

Anonymous
PATRON’S LEVEL 
($5,000 - $9,999)

Theresa L. Arangio
Leslie C. Brown, E’73
Ronald Brown, E’58, ME’65
Nassib G. Chamoun, E’84, and Maureen   
    P. Kelly-Chamoun, PNT
Kevin A. DeNuccio, DMSB’81

PAyINg IT FOrWArD: Long’s Fund Scholarship Program 
establishing the scholarship, I wanted to encourage 
young people to pursue a career in engineering, 
because interest has been flagging here in the 
US,” Long explains. “I also wanted to reward those 
students who study diligently and work hard to 
achieve their goals.”

Recently, Frank and Marlene made a significant 
gift to their scholarship fund. As a result of their 
generosity, more deserving students will be able 
to access financial resources as they pursue their 
engineering degrees at Northeastern.

Now retired, Long spent almost 40 years with PPL 
Corporation, rising through the ranks to become a 
senior corporate officer. “I’ve had a very fortunate 
career, thanks in large part to my education at 
Northeastern,” says Long. “This scholarship is a 
way to return some of what I have been given. 
Northeastern created a lot of opportunities for 
me, and Marlene and I are delighted to create 
opportunities for others.” 

Though he graduated more than 50 years ago, Francis 
“Frank” A. Long, E’63, still identifies with college students’ 
financial challenges. “One of the reasons I chose 
Northeastern was because of co-op,” he recalls. “Not 
only could I gain practical experience, but I could earn 
money to help pay for my tuition. I also received a partial 
scholarship, which was very much appreciated.”

His own son and daughter are successful professionals 
who finished college years ago, but Long still aims to 
keep a high-quality education within the reach of others. 
“It’s a heck of a challenge for high school seniors to not 
only get into a top school like Northeastern, but then be 
able to pay their tuition without incurring long-term debt,” 
he notes.

To help mitigate this challenge for outstanding students 
who want to major in engineering, Long and his wife 
created the Frank and Marlene Long Engineering 
Scholarship in 2003. For the past 11 years students 
have benefited from this partial-tuition scholarship. “In 
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PAyINg IT FOrWArD: Long’s Fund Scholarship Program 

Daniel G. Dufresne, E’62
Howard W. Evirs, Jr., E’51, MBA’70
Heather M., E’79, ME’87, and Thomas  
    Ford, E’78
Charles H. Gall, E’67
Francis A., E’59, and Joan A. Gicca
C. Gerald Gnerre, E’49
William P. Gnerre, E’78
Robert L., E’59, and Frances Z. Goldberg
Louis L., E’59, and Janice M. Guerriere
Peter F. Hallemeier, E’93
Stephen P. Hannabury, E’78
Kenneth W., E’56, and Barbara P. Hiseler
Gerald M. Karon, E’54, MBA’61
John J. Kennedy, E’72
Christine M. Keville, ME’90
Estate of Arthur F. Lawrence, E’52
Edward C. McCarthy, E’70
Timothy J. McGrath, E’73, and Roberta  
    A. Ferriani, LA’70
Timothy P. Moore, SET’87, E’88
Jennifer Papasodoro
Milan M. Patel, E’96
Valerie W., E’86, and William Perlowitz
Alonzo C., Jr., E’45, and Margaret H. Rand
Patrick A., Sr., E’59, and Yvonne Rivelli
William J. Roache, E’75
Thomas A. Rosse, E’60
Bret R. Siarkowski, E’87
Stephen P. Tereshko, E’75
William L. Vanderweil
Peter I. Vanderweil
Chris Vasiliadis
Joseph M. Vecchio, E’63, ME’69
Robert E. White, E’70
Ronald J. and Michelle M. Willey
Christopher H. Willis, E’82
Donald R., E’68, and Barbara Wood, N’68
Richard R. Yuse, E’74, ME’76
Anonymous (2)

FELLOW’S LEVEL 
($2,500 - $4,999)

Brian J. Alves, E’82
David J., E’83, and Claire M. Anderson, PNT
Joseph P. Ando, E’00
Charles F. Canali, E’60

John W. Cipolla, Jr.
Roger P. Day, E’75, and Joan Hong
Phyllis deNapoli*
George D. Dick, LC’63, UC’67
Rita F. Fahy, LA’78, ME’89
Estate of Erwin A. Herr, E’55
Edward J. Higgins, E’52
Edward C. Hunt, MS/MBA’94
William E. Mackey, Jr., E’58, ME’66
Paul. J. Merluzzi, E’66
Joshua A. Miranda, E’08, ME’11
Daniel R. and Amy W. Nussbaum, PNT
Brian R., E’79, MBA’84, and Sandra M.  
    O’Donnell, PNT
Richard A., E’69, and Bernyd P.  
    Rosenberg, PAH’67
Jeannine Perchard Sargent, E’87
Richard J. and Kathleen Scranton
Thomas C. Sheahan
Allen Soyster
Francis L., E’62, ME’64, and                
    Marilyn Tempesta
Richard R. Thuma, III, E’78
Anonymous

ASSOCIATE’S LEVEL 
($1,000 - $2,499)

Vincent A. Aliberti, E’52
Abdulrahman Al-Zaim, E’96
Alfred F. Andersen, E’67, ME’71
Carlton C. Anderson, E’50
Clarence S. Armstrong, Jr., E’59, ME’64
Frederick G. Aufiero, Jr., E’67, ME’79
James E. Averill, E’86
Robert J., LC’85, and Linda J. Averill
Philip Ayers, E’69, L’74
Stephen T., ME’91, and Shari L.  
    Bachinsky, PNT
Paul F. Bailey, E’70
Dean A. Bartlett, E’62, ME’76
Keith D. Bertolino, E’08, ME’09
David J. Blake, E’87, ME’89
Estate of Harold Bongarten, E’47
Roger C., DMSB’68, LC’79, and Sharon  
    P. Borggaard, MEd’77
Dorothy Damon Brandenberger
Gary J. Broberg, E’89

Sharon J. Brown, ME’90
Alan B. Butler, E’67
Daniel J. Casaletto, E’72, ME’76
Lynne S. Champion, E’69
Peter J. Cheever, ME’80
Gep D. Chin, E’55
Gregory W. Condon, E’65
Brian C. Considine, E’62, ME’64
Jeremiah John Crossan, E’13
Elvino M. Da Silveira, E’83
Steve D. Daigle, E’94
Dennis M., E’80, ME’88, and Mary  
    Helen A. Darcy, PNT
Joseph G. Davis, E’65
Robert F., E’61, ME’68, and Susan R.  
    Daylor, PNT
Paul, E’68, and Alexis Dayton, LA’67
Kevin B. Deasy, E’64
Michael J., E’91, and Cassandra K. Del  
    Checcolo, N’91
Daniel C. Deng, E’83, ME’86
Robert A. Derrah, E’55
Thomas J., Jr., E’73, MBA’78, and Marie  
    Falvey DeSisto, N’77
Roger J., E’63, and Rochelle K. Dolan, E’63
Elisabeth M. Drake
Eric A. Enge, LC’82, and Elizabeth P.  
    Dill, PNT
Daniel D. Fay, E’88
Ronald M. Fish, E’81
Yves J. Fournier, ME’67, ME’72
George C. Frost, E’50
Howard Gerringer, E’86
David C. Gerry, E’41
David J. Girard, E’92
Robert M. Glorioso, E’62
Stephanos S., ME’62, and Katherine A.  
    Hadjiyannis
Jerome F. Hajjar
Mark X. Haley, E’71
Vincent G. Harris, E’85, ME’88, PHD’90, 
and Hsien-Lan Hsu-Harris, AS’88
William J. and Prapaisri Haugh
Anthony M. Helies, ME’70
Philip and Joanne Holahan
Bin Hong, ME’93
K. Steven Horlitz, ME’73
Selen-Gokhan and Gökhan Hotamisligil

David L. House, ME’69
Dennis A. Huebner, E’67, ME’76
David H., E’67, and Janet A. Hurwitz
Jacqueline A. Isaacs
Barton B., E’82, and Ann Marie Jones,  
    BHD’82, PNT
Nicholas H. Katis, E’88
Robert E. Kearney, E’71
Marilyn B. Kloss, E’82
Tom Korbas, E’73
Adam J. Kulczyk, E’03, MBA’10, and  
    Evelyne Giguere
Timothy J. Kulka, E’93
Michael M., E’55, and Arlene Lanes
Richard J. and Carrie E. Levin, PNT
Bruce C. Levine, E’72, PA’73
Laura H. Lewis
John M. Looney, ME’67
G. Raymond Luddy, III, E’69
Bruce R. MacDonald, E’86, PNT
Qunkai Mao, ME’00, and Cuie Hu, ME’02
Robert C., E’54, H’97, and Anne Marini
Salvatore Marques, E’81
Robert L. Mayer, E’53
William C. McLeod, E’68
Donald F. Meade, E’56, and                        
    Gladys A. Meade
Mohamad Metghalchi
Marie Milbrandt
Roy W. Miller, E’62
David C. Mores, E’72, ME’76
John D. Morrissey, E’59
Edward F. Mosel, E’72
Sinan Müftü
Ellen Nestervich, E’80, MBA’87
Khai H. Ngo, E’02
Kenneth O. Nilsen, E’69
Ralph E. M. Noblin, E’76
Robert A. Norbedo, E’66, ME’70
George A. Papa, E’71
Arthur A., E’60, and Dianne L. Pappas
MaeLynn Patten
Edward F. Perlman, E’68
Leo M., E’52, ME’58, and Claire M. Petti,  
    MEd’69, MA’73
Albert B. Pincince, E’63
Newton K., E’48, and Lucille M. Pratt
John G. and Felia I. Proakis

John E. Reardon, E’58
Steven K. Ruggieri, E’74
Aylin Satiroglu
Donald W. Saulnier, E’51
Jeremy Schein
Jason V. Settineri, DMSB’02
Richard Sobocinski, E’73
Jane Song, ME’00
Paul J. Stella, LI’60, UC’63
Cyriaque Sukam, ME’00
Stephen J., Jr., LI’57, H’94, 
    and Genevieve Sweeney
Edward C. Swift, E’52
Theseia N. Tribble, E’91
Edward H. Tutun, E’47
Albert Vezza, ME’64
Cristina Carta Villa
Sara J. Wadia-Fascetti
John R. Wells, Jr., ME’66
Richard L., E’70, and 
    Christine White
Ahmad Zameli, E’14
Anonymous (5)

NU EPSILON ZETA CHAPTEr: Community Support through STEM  
Thank you NU Epsilon Zeta for 
supporting enrichment programs for 
elementary and high school students 
offered by the Center for STEM 
Education. This is the second year 
Nu Epsilon Zeta has donated money 
which invests in young people and the 
future of engineering. Northeastern’s 
Center for STEM is helping identify 
and prepare the next generation of 
STEM innovators providing STEM 
enrichment opportunities for K-12 
students, especially those currently 
underrepresented in STEM fields. 
The Center reaches close to 1,000 
students annually through STEM 
field trips, classroom and after-school 
offerings and summer programming.

Learn more about the Center for                 
STEM education: stem.neu.edu
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Yang Zhao: Bridging Theory and Practical Experience
When Northeastern parent and donor Yang Zhao was earning his PhD in 
engineering at Princeton, he excelled in his coursework, but longed for 
hands-on experience. Zhao went on to achieve tremendous success as the 
founder of MEMSIC — a leading provider of semiconductor solutions — but 
he believes that a co-op or internship would have jump-started his career.

“When I graduated, I had a huge amount of theoretical knowledge — but no 
concept of how companies work, how commercial products are developed, or 
how to serve customers,” Zhao notes. “I had to learn those things on my own.”

When it was time to help his son Richard, E’14, choose a college, Zhao 
stressed the importance of practical experience. “We considered many top 
schools,” Zhao recalls. “But I believe Northeastern produces graduates with 
more of an entrepreneurial spirit, because they’ve been exposed to real-

world challenges via co-op. For both Richard and myself, Northeastern was the obvious choice because it gave him all the skills 
he needed to succeed.”

To help more engineering students gain firsthand experience, Zhao recently signed a five-year, $600,000 student-industry bridge 
agreement with Northeastern. Zhao will fund Northeastern grad students to conduct research that is mutually beneficial to 
MEMSIC and the university. 

Zhao is currently collaborating with ECE Professor Nick McGruer but he has one clear stipulation: MEMSIC fellows must solve 
practical problems and deliver real marketplace value. 

“The commercial product development process requires a deep dive into scientific topics — but, in the end, products don’t 
succeed unless they provide practical benefits to the customer,” Zhao explains. “I want to expose students to that whole range of 
experience, so they are ready to enter the workforce and attack similar business challenges as soon as they graduate.”  

Northeastern a Priority for Ford
Heather Mackey Ford, E’79, ME’87, is an enthusiastic and 
vocal supporter of Northeastern — with many close personal 
connections to the university. Ford met her husband Tom, E’78, 
when they were both undergrads. Their two daughters — Molly, 
B’09, and Teri, E’13— both attended Northeastern as well. She still 
counts her classmates as some of her best friends.

Ford and her husband have been generous with their financial 
support to the student chapter of Engineers Without Borders               

(see more on EWB on p. 25), the Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE) Fund, and the Richard B. Scranton Fund, named for 
a beloved CEE professor. 

Ford also believes in contributing her time to Northeastern by serving as an alumni representative with the Admissions 
Department visiting high school career fairs, on the Parent Advisory Committee when her daughters were undergrads, and on 
the CEE Industrial Advisory Board for the past five years. She helped found the Northeastern University Civil Engineering Alumni 
Organization (NUCEAO) in 1980 and remains an active member today, serving on the Executive Board.

What makes Northeastern so special to this alumna? According to Ford, it’s the school’s unique approach to education. “The 
undergrad program in engineering is very rigorous, with hard sciences and math,” she says. “But that’s only the beginning. 
Northeastern doesn’t just make you a great engineer, it looks at the whole student. I learned to write well, speak in public, and 
perform community service. My time in the Civil Engineering Student Chapter taught me about volunteerism and teamwork. 
Through co-op, I worked as part of a team and solved real-world problems. These are life skills I use every day.”

Ford is kept busy as vice President of Engineering and Science for Nobis Engineering, a Boston-based consulting firm whose 
high-profile projects include the extension of the Green Line transit system. But she still finds time to remain closely connected to 
Northeastern, including hiring CEE co-op students and the occasional graduate.

“It just makes sense for me to give back to Northeastern,” says Ford. “It has been an important part of my life for 35 years. It’s 
been the source of so many important friendships and business relationships. It’s just part of who I am. Supporting Northeastern 
will always be a priority.”

“It just makes sense 
for me to give back to 
NOrThEASTErN...it’s 
just part of who I am.”
— heather Mackey Ford,              
    E’79, ME’87 

SPOTLIgHT ON PHILANTHrOPy 
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PAYING IT FORWARD WITH PERSISTENCE  
THOUGH DAVID FEINZIG, E’47, is too 
modest to call himself a self-made man, his 
life story reveals a persistent drive—one that 
propelled him through Northeastern to a 
gratifying business career.

His father’s passing when Feinzig was 
only 13 put college out of reach financially. 
But a resolute Feinzig earned a scholarship 
to Northeastern—and finished his degree 
after serving in the Navy during World War II. 
Despite a tight postwar job market, he was 
soon working as an engineering draftsman.

“On-the-job learning gave me a competitive 
advantage at Eastern Refractories,” he says. 
Determined to master all aspects of the 
business, he ultimately retired as its president.

In gratitude for his education, Feinzig and his 
wife, Diane, donated commercial real  
estate to Northeastern. Proceeds from the 
property’s sale endowed a scholarship for 
mechanical and industrial engineers. He notes 
that tax savings from the couple’s gift of real 
estate will help fulfill their financial goals.

“We want to give future students the same 
promising start I had,” Feinzig says. 

617.373.2030  •  giftplanning@neu.edu
northeastern.edu/giftplanning

“ We want to give  
future students the  
same promising  
start I had.”
—David Feinzig, E’47
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